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APUS Study Guide 
 
The Colonial Period 

• King Wililam’s War-terrifying border raids by Indians-ended with Treaty of 
Ryswick 

• Queen Anne’s War-Americans vs. Spanish and French- Treaty of Utrecht-major 
trade and territory to England 

• King George’s war (Jenkin’s Ear)-French VS Colonists-Treaty of Aix-La 
Chapelle, Louisburg back to French 

• Georgia created to protect South Carolina from Florida, buffer 
• European intellectual movement-enlightment-lessen God’s role since human 

intellectual can solve everything (Human reason, John Locke, Benjamin Franklin) 
• Great Awakening-Jonathan Edwards, George Whitefield, William Tennent and 

Gilbert-repented their sins by joining the protestant church. Created the rise of a 
new sect, more colleges, and independence to choose for oneself 

• French determined to take control of Ohio valley and some of Pennsylvania, 
George Washington fought but surrendered. 7 colonies met at Albany, NY and 
Ben Franklin proposed a plan to have an intercolonial government but failed. 
British sent in Braddock, then William Pit-Treaty of Paris of 1763 French lost all 
holdings in North America. 

• Mercantile Laws: Woolen Act (Could not export raw wool), Hat Act (could not 
sell hats outside colonies) Molasses Act (Tax on Sugar) and Iron Act (colonists 
cant smelt iron)  

• Navigation Acts: only English or colonial ships could transport goods, 
enumerated goods could only be sold to England, all goods must be shipped 
through Britain added import duty, protecting English manufacturers. Salutary 
Neglect  

• New England Confederation, was a political and military alliance of the British 
colonies of Massachusetts, Plymouth, Connecticut, and New Haven. Established 
in 1643, its primary purpose was to unite the Puritan colonies against the Indians.  

• Headright System-more indentured servents since they were garunteed land 
 
American Revolution 

• Wrists of Assistance-showed Americans would not accept reduction in Freedom. 
James Otis argued that it was contrary to natural law but lost 

• Anti American George Greenville became prime minister, Custom officials must 
collect taxes himself, wrists of assistance (allowed officials to search for 
smuggled goods and collect unpaid taxes), British warship patrols, and smugglers 
were to be tried with no jury, Admiralty courts (violated basic rights guaranteed in 
Magna Carta) 

• Pontiac (Ottawa) Aimed to kill entire white population. To deal with this problem, 
Proclamation Act 1763 was passed- to ease tension, Americans can not settle 
West of Appalachians, sent Royal Navy to enforce Navigation Acts. (Control the 
Colonists) 

• British wanted to raise money from the wars saying the colonists needed the 
protection 
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• 1764 Sugar Act: Like molasses act but halved, and heavily enforced. (violators 
had unfair trials)  

• 1765 Quartering Act: colonists must take care of British soldiers 
• 1764 Currency Act: forbade issuing currency that can not be redeemed with Gold, 

hampered colonists trading since hard species goes to Britain due to its 
mercantilists  

• 1765 Stamp Act: Taxation without representation, Sons of Liberty, Stamp Act 
Congress: passed moderate laws against the acts, declared loyalty and the right for 
Government to regulate trade. Signing nonimportation agreements, Boycotts 
achieving the repeal of the Stamp Act in 1766. 

• 1766 Declaratory Act: Government has the power to tax and make laws in all 
cases 

• 1767 Townsend Act: Taxes on items imported into the colonies, glass, paint paper, 
and tea. Included use of admiralty courts and suspended NY legislature. John 
Dickson Wrote “letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania” Mass Legislature passed 
Massachusetts Circular Letter, reiterating Dickson. However, Parliament 
threatened to dissolve Mass Legislature and sent troops. (Mob violence seized 
Liberty ship, John Hancock)- prompt the call for troops. Nonimportation led to 
repeal of law besides for Tea (as a reminder of British power) 

• Boston Massacre happened before repeal of the taxation.(1770) 
• 1772Gaspee incident, the burning of a British customs ship that had extreme zeal 

in catching smugglers.- to form Committee of correspondence.  
• England gave monopoly to East India Company which supplied cheaper tea to 

Colonist with tax. Tar and feather for tax collectors and would not allow tea to 
reach ground. Thomas Hutchinson, forced the ships to not leave in order for the 
tea to be sold, but led to Boston Tea Party. (1773) 

• Coercive Acts: 1. closed Boston ports until reparations were paid, 2. 
Massachusetts government Act increased Governor’s power, 3. royal officials 
accused of crimes in Mass could be tried elsewhere where chance of release is 
greater, 4. Quartering Act strengthened.   

• Quebec Act: colonists saw this as punishment since the land they fought for can 
not be used by them. 

• In response to Intolerable Acts: First Continental Congress, petitioned for relief 
and passed the Suffolk Resolves. Denouncing the acts, calling for non importation 
and rigorous militia preparation. Passed Declaration of Rights and Grievances. 

• Lexington and Concord: General Gage wanted to destroy ammunition of 
Colonists at Concord, but revere and Dawe alerted the towns. Minutemen and 
Captain John Parker defeated the retreating British soldiers. 

• Bunker Hill: bloodiest battle with little gains for the British 
• May 1775, Ethan Allen and Benedict Arnold took Fort Ticonderoga on Lake 

Champlain  
• Congress authorized 2 expeditions into Quebec but failed.  
• 1775The Second Continental Congress: Phili, passed Olive Branch Petition, 

Declaration of the Cases and necessities of Taking UP Arms, Established an 
Army (George Washington in charge) established a navy, authorized privateers to 
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attack British Ships, sent representatives to countries asking for help, authorized 
and signed Declaration of independence, adopted the Articles of Confederation 

• British responded with Prohibitory Act, or Proclamation of Rebellion. Hired 
Hessian mercenaries (Germans) to fight in the colonies.  

• 1776 Thomas Paine Common Sense urged Independence 
• 1776 Richard Henry Lee’s Resolution July 2nd calling for independence and 

National government. 2 committees, John Dickson-frame work of national 
government, and Thomas Jefferson, Adams, Sherman, Franklin, and Livingston-
declaration of independence. July 4th, 1776 

• Howe In command and had large enforcements in NYC. Washington defeated 
twice in Battle of Long Island and Battle of Washington Heights-retreat to NJ 
with Cornwallis chasing. Washington surprised attack on Christmas Night in 
Trenton and defeated British Force in Princeton.  

• French’s supply was crucial 
• 1777, Howe captured capital as Congress fled to York. Battle of Saratoga led to 

French Allying openly and eventually Spain and Netherlands.  
• Baron Von Steuben- trained soldiers in valley Forge.  
• British Force under Cornwallis and Clinton moves South 
• Washington trapped Cornwallis and won Yorktown with French Aid in 

Chesapeake Bay 
• Privateers attacked British ships along with the help from European allies. 

Surrender 1781 
• The Treaty of Paris of 1783: independence, set boundary, give back Florida to 

Spain, retain Canada, fishing rights, removal of troops, payment for both sides, 
and loyalists property restored.  

 
The Creation of New Governments 

• State Constitutions, some were extremists (too democratic-penn) others were 
republican (Connecticut and Rhode Island). Mass set a precedent by having a 
special convention draft up the constitution for its states. 1776, Congress 
appointed committee to create framework, later known as Articles of 
Confederation. 

• Articles of Confederation: weak central government, unicameral, each state with 
one vote, unanimous votes for amendments. Was able to make war, determine 
troops and money each state should contribute, borrow money, settle disputes and 
add new states, but couldn’t levy taxes, raise troops, or regulate commerce. 
Ratification was delayed by the disputes over the land and by Virginia giving up 
its claims of western land, Maryland signed it.  

• Unable to tax, AOC decided to print money for War, but soon the money were 
worthless. 

• Newburgh Conspiracy- stronger National government, Gates, using Army to force 
states to surrender more power to government, but the movement was stopped by 
a moving appeal by Washington.  

• Americans wanted to move West despite risks of Indians and British troops, the 
settlement in Kentucky and Tennessee increased pressure for the opening of the 
lands north of Ohio River.  
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• The Land Ordinance of 1784, provided territorial government and an orderly 
system for statehood 

• The Land Ordinance of 1785, Orderly surveying and distribution of land in 
townships 

• The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 provided the bill of rights and forbade slavery 
north of the Ohio River.  

• Jay Gardoqui Negotiations: lucrative commercial privileges in exchange of 
closure of Mississippi river and an outlet for the Agricultural goods. Angered 
many Americans and threatened to dissolve because Jay didn’t think about other 
sections of the US. 

• Shay’s Rebellion: discontent farmers whose lands were being taken away due to 
their debts. Citizens of Boston raised money for an army to suppress them and tax 
relief led to the suppression of the rebels.- want stronger government.  

 
The US Constitution 

• Mt. Vernon where they decided to meet at Annapolis, Maryland 
• 1786, only 5 states were represented in the Annapolis Convention, it was then 

decided to call for next summer to meet for the purpose of revising the AOC 
(Alexander Hamilton, John Dickinson, James Madison)  

• 1787, met in Philadelphia, Madison, Hamilton, Morris, Robert Morris, Dickinson, 
And Franklin. Unanimously elected Washington. And decided that the convention 
should be a secret. Document must contain checks and balances to prevent too 
much power for one branch. Madison came up with the Virginia Plan with  
Edmund Randolph introducing it.- an executive branch, 2 houses of congress each 
based on population.  

• William Paterson- NJ Plan- unicameral legislature with equal representation for 
each state 

• Great Compromise-2 senate/ state, house based on Population. Bicameral  
• 3/5 compromise- slave is a 3/5 of a person for taxation and representation, and 

government is prohibited to stop importation of slaves prior to 1808.  
• Presidency-impeachment, power to veto, control of foreign policy, 4-year terms, 

election by the Electoral College with combined senate and representatives, if no 
majority in Electoral College, house of rep decides 

• Federalists favoring the constitution-Fed Papers ( Hamilton, Madison, Jay) 
explained how good the const. was. Promise of Bill of Rights sped the process, 
but by June 1788, nine states had ratified but without Virginia and NY. Virginia 
(George Mason and Patrick Henry influence on Washington and Bill Of Rights 
helped) NY( Alexander, BOR, Fed Papers, and the news of VA ratification 
carried out) North Carolina and Rhode Island still held out. By 1789 Washington 
was first president.  

• Constitution based on 6 principles: Popular sovereignty, federalism (power 
divided between states and federal), separation of powers, checks and balances, 
judicial review, limited government.  

• Bill of rights, 
• 27 amendments, 7 articles, 13 14 15th amendments after civil war 
• 10th amendment was states rights 
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The New Nation 

• The federalist majority set out to erect the structure of a strong central gov 
• The judiciary Act of 1789, Supreme Court with 6 justices, and several district 

courts 
• Supreme court to check the constitutionality of laws, John Jay was the first chief 

justice 
• Congress established 3 departments of the Executive, State (Thomas Jefferson), 

Treasury Alexander Hamilton), and War (Henry Knox). Attorney general 
(Edmund Randolph) –legal matters of the government 

• Washington set a precedent for the Cabinet.  
• Precedents: addressed as Mr. President, 2 terms, cabinet, grant and withhold 

diplomatic recognition of foreign nations, federal troops could be used to enforce 
law, leader of his political party, state of the union speech before a join session of 
congress, senate approval of presidential appointments are only to confirm not 
remove from office, congress only advise and consent, not negotiate, congress’s 
role is to make laws, and president is shaping and urging the passage of law.  

 
Washington Administration 

• Hamilton’s financial plan expressed through Report of the Public Credit, and 
Report on Manufactures: repayment of the entire war debt to gain credit, assume 
state debts, national bank, adoption of protective tariff, and excise tax on whiskey.  

• Hamilton also urged to sell government bonds to purchase at face value the bonds 
issued during war (which were more). This was to raise credit and gain support 
for the nation from the wealthy. Opposition came from Jefferson claiming it only 
helped the wealthy, or southern states whose debts were small or had already 
repaid them. Opponents led by James Madison claiming only the speculators 
would profit hurting farmers. This led to the compromise to have the capital built 
on southern lands (donated by Maryland and Virginia) 

• Federalists: loose constructionists, implied powers (Northeast business financial 
men) 

• Anti-Federalists (republicans): against national bank, and strict constructionists 
( South/West Farmers. Rural areas) 

• National Bank: sold shares/bonds, branches in states, and issue currency. 
Opposition: only wealthy can afford shares, deprive private business/banks, and 
not in Const.  

• Tariff: Generate revenue, protect national goods by raising foreign price.  
FAILED 

• 1791, passed Excise Tax on Whiskey- farmers turned corn into whiskey due to 
difficulty of transportation- frontiersmen refused to pay (Pennsylvania)- 
Washington brought troops- loyalty shift and strengthening of the credibility of 
the gov 

• New states added connecting Western Farmers with Central Gov (Vermont, 
Kentucky, and Tennessee) 

• Foreign and Frontier Affairs 
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• French Revolution- proclamation of neutrality (republicans wanted to fight to 
repay French) 

• British Problems: occupation of forts, arming NA for raids, capturing ships, 
impressments 

• Jay’s treaty: leave the frontier and grant trade with Caribbean- opposition saying 
must honor the French 

• Treaty with Spain: Opened Mississippi river, right to deposit in the port of New 
Orleans, and 31st parallel for boundary of Florida 

• General Anthony Wayne won in the Battles of Fallen Timbers, resulting Treaty of 
Greenville clearing the Ohio territory of Indians 

 
Adam’s Administration 

• President, Jefferson as Vice President  
• XYZ Affair: Americans tried to negotiate with French for their harassment of 

ships, and Talleyrand refused to pay the bribe- hurt Republicans for their support- 
Alliance of 1778 was null and void due to Sea War- Quasi War where Navy could 
attack French vessels and suspended all trade with France. This ended after treaty 
with France.  

• Majority of federalists in both houses led to Alien and Sedition Act. Lessening 
criticism from newspapers and made immigration harder (extend time for 
citizenship-primarily for French immigrants). 

• Virginia and Kentucky Resolution stating the States had the right to nullify the 
laws declaring it unconstitutional.   

• Federalist Congress passed a new Judiciary Act of 1801, appointed many 
supporters to the job (Midnight Judges)  and John Marshall as chief justice hoping 
for continuation of Federalist policies. 

 
Jeffersonian Era 

• Revolution of 1800- peacefully handing over the power 
• Jefferson envisioned the country of independent farmers, less government control, 

but allowed first bank to continue undisturbed. Reduce fed budget and 
government size, believed in laissez-faire.  

• The city of Washington was still undeveloped but Jefferson moved in 
• Marbury vs. Madison: Marbury who was appointed as one of the Midnight judges 

did not receive commission since Madison was withholding it. However, Marshall 
ruled that the law that gave the Supreme Court jurisdiction over the matter was 
unconstitutional. – Marshal established power to review laws and declare them 
unconstitutional. (More power more check to the 2 branches) 

• Jefferson tried to impeach the midnight judges, but failed to impeach Samuel 
Chase.  

• Importation of Slaves were stopped, no more taxes, no more enforcement of A+S 
acts, and fed income was limited to land sale, which was liberalized to help 
farmers.  

• 12th amendment passed to prevent confusion of Burr and Jefferson 
• Louisiana Purchase: Napoleon regained the territory but wanted to sell it due to 

the war, thus treaty of cession, went against constitution, but Jefferson argued 
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“implied powers” (went against his theories) and purchased it. –doubled the size, 
Mississippi River and New Orleans, and remove French threat.  

• The Lewis and Clark expedition: strengthened the claim of Oregon territory. 
Zebulon Pike mapped the land of Louisiana 

• The Essex Junto: New England federalist saw Western expansion as a threat and 
organized a secessionist movement backing Aaron Burr, who challenged A 
Hamilton to a duel after the defeat of governor. Later on, he was involved in the 
Burr Conspiracy which involved him taking Mexico and creating another nation 
in the West. Tried for treason but without 2 witnesses, he was released into exile-
narrowed the legal definition of treason. Jefferson tried to influence that decision 
by “executive privileges” but didn’t work.  

• John Randolph accused the president of the complicity in the Yazoo land 
controversy which had followed Georgia’s cession of her western lands to the Fed 
Gov.- decreased Jefferson’s effectiveness in his second term 

• The Barbary War: 1801 Jefferson sent naval force to Mediterranean to break 
“pirates” intermittent undeclared war dragged on until 1805.  

• The Napoleonic War: Both British and French won’t honor the neutrality and 
continued to seize ships. After HMS leopard fired and seized USS Chesapeake, 
Jefferson ordered an Embargo hoping that the 2 nations would be forced to 
respect US Rights to trade- embargo had little effect and caused a depression. 
James Madison repealed the Act. 

• Non-intercourse Act- open all trade besides British and French 
• Replaced by Macon Bills No.2- who ever agreed the neutrality could trade with 

US-Napoleon agreed and Madison cut off trade with B. However, F continued to 
seize US ships.  

• Causes of War: seizing ships, Tecumseh and Indians fighting with General 
William Henry Harrison (arming by B), Southern covet for Florida (Spain ally of 
B) and Seeking Canada (British), and Nationalism. 

• War Hawks and Mr. Madison’s War 
• Attempts in Canada failed (only Lake Erie and battle of the Thames), Andrew 

Jackson fought Indians in Horseshoe Bend and won, and then sized Spanish 
garrison.  

• After war ended with napoleon in 1814, British attention towards US-3 plan: 
Invasion from Canada, attack on Washington, and New Orleans. After Lack 
Champlain the British were held back and didn’t invade from Canada again. Then 
burned W. DC. But stopped at Fort McHenry (Star Spangled Banner), then the 
Andrew Jackson defeated British at the Battle of New Orleans 2 weeks after the 
War ended.  

• Treaty of Ghent:  Return to status quo before War.  
• Hartford Convention: Drafted resolutions suggesting nullification and even 

secession, however after the New Orleans, Federalists were discredited and lost 
their power.  

 
Post War Developments:  

• Protective Tariff 1816 (first tariff) 
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• Rush-Bagot Treaty- Stop maintaining armed fleets on the Great Lakes by B and 
US 

• Jackson’s Florida Invasion (First Seminole War to stop Indian Raids)- Occupied 
Pensacola, and raised American Flags. 

• The Barbary Wars- formally declared war on Muslim State of Algiers, won 
pirates and gained acess to Mediterranean basin.  

• Adam-Onis Treaty- Spain sold Florida.  
 
James Monroe 

• Era of Good feelings- nationalism, expansion, economic expansion, unity 
• American System: Henry Clay, John C. Calhoun- protective tariff, internal 

improvements, national road and canals…etc. Charter of a Second National Bank 
• Republicans chartered the second bank. 
• Congress already passed National Road which begun in 1811, and passed a bill 

for internal improvement but Madison vetoed it stating not in Const.  
• Speculation caused many to borrow and State banks to issue currency they could 

not back, thus caused depression. – The US Bank tried to slow inflation by 
tightening credit- led to more downfalls. 

• Admission of Missouri as Slave state: Tallmadge Amendment stating it should 
prohibit slavery- led to opposition in the Congress. Thus with the help of Maine 
entering as a free state, there would be balance between slave and Free states. 

• Missouri Compromise: 1 slave 1 free, and future states above 36 30 would be free.  
• Monroe Doctrine (1823)- police of the hemisphere and that no other nations could 

annex territories in America. (British urged the US to do it) 
 
The Expanding Economy 

• Population growth (immigration from Ireland), Agriculture (Growth of markets, 
liberal land sale policies made growing more profitable), Cotton Kingdom (short 
staple, Eli Whitney’s cotton gin, separating seeds from fiber), New western 
farmers to specialize in food and work animals and furthered westward movement.  

• Fishing in New England and Chesapeake, Lumbering and ship building, fur trade 
and The Santa Fe Trail trading with Spanish.  

 
 

The Transportation Revolution 
• More invention and innovation that helped revolution in transport and 

communication 
• Canal Era: Erie Canal connected Great lakes to Hudson. Created new markets and 

sped goods to customers. Allowed migration to the West- Canal Era ended after 
Panic of 1837 and Railroads.  

• River Traffic: Robert Futon, raised rates for shipment (Clermont and New Orleans)  
• Road building: national road and private owned (turnpike) were not used very 

often.  
• After steam engine: Railroads were more safe and reliable-didn’t rely on 

waterways, operate in all weather, and cheap to operate- growth of settlement in 
the West and development of Market Economy.  
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• The rise of NY: Transport Hub, major commerce with packet boats.  
 
Industrialization 

• The rise of the Factory system-took over domestic system, Samuel Salter and 
Richard Arkwright helped the rise. They use their knowledge to build the first 
cotton spinning mill. Eli’s development of interchangeable parts, firearms then 
speed the growth of mass production operations.  

• The expansion of markets boasted Factory system.  
• Powered by coal and steam instead of water 
• Francis Lowell and Boston Associates helped build Lowell, Mass. Where they 

produced textiles. Originally only farm girls worked there, but immigrant families 
who worked for less were brought in, “rotating labor supply” since the women 
returned home after earning enough money.  

• Labor Unions: Labor Unions organized skilled workers, organized to demand 
higher wages, 10 hour work day, better working conditions, debtor’s prison to an 
end. Women in Lowell went on strikes, as the owner threatened to replace them 
they would work without gaining anything. (Immigrants impeded the growth of 
labor unions) Labor unions were not effective until depression of 1837. 

• Cotton agriculture and slavery spread as cotton becomes more profitable.  
 
Educational developments:  

• Some public schools were built, and some universities were very expensive-little 
numbers attended 

• Limited numbers of newspaper and native writers, however there were a few: 
Washington Irving, Mercy Otis Warren (history of the revolution), Parson Mason 
Weems (life of Washington) 

• Noah Webster’s Blue Backed Spell-dictionary 
 
Developments in Religious Life 

• Less importance of established churches, Enlightment became more popular. 
Thus a second awakening occurred in Kentucky the first camp meetings. 
(Reaction towards a trend of rationalism and decline in church membership)- 
Personal salvation, emotional response to God, a individualistic faith. Women 
and blacks played major roles in getting people involved.  

 
Election of 1824 

• Corrupt Bargain- 1824- Jackson didn’t have majority thus House was to decide- 
Clay threw his support to Adams, and Adams won. And Clay became the 
secretary of state.  

 
Adam’s Administration 

• More internal improvements and NA affairs which led to sectionalism and states 
rights conflicts 

• Frustrated with opponent due to the Creek Native American Land cession to the 
state of Georgia (which was a Jacksonian government, re-cession the land) 
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Jacksonian Democracy 
• “the age of the common man” more equality than Europe . 
• Expansion of the voters: elimination of the property qualification to vote with 

Mass. leading the way. Thomas Dorr ( Bloodless rebellion) finally got Rhode 
Island to give right to non-property holding White Male.  

• Significance of election of 1828: Western president, political center shifted away 
from the Atlantic sea board, leaders were not the wealthy, increase of voters, 
Democratic Party (Jackson), and National Republicans (Adams)  

• Ignored his cabinet but listened to his “kitchen cabinets” who were partisan 
supporters who had the ear and the confidence of the president 

• People during this period of time took more interest in politics; political parties 
began to organize at the grassroots level. Parties began to use nominating 
convention rather than caucus.- led to political patronage and spoils system. Now 
common people participated in the government.  

• The Whig party, Henry Clay and Daniel Webster, started during the election of 
1832. supported tariff and national bank, however sectionalism divided the party 
and died in the 1850s  

• Exercised his veto power: Maysville Road deserved no fed fund since its in a 
single state. 

• Supported the removal of all Indians to west of the Mississippi River. The Indian 
removal Act of 1830 provided the fed enforcement. (Cherokee Nation was a 
sovereign political entity within the state, and the Supreme Court supported that 
claim in Worcester V. Georgia) But president refused to enforce the court’s 
decision- Trail of Tears.  

• 1828: Tariff of Abominations since the South had to pay much more to buy 
imported goods. (South Carolina Exposition and Protest, if a fed law is harmful to 
the interests of an individual state, then the state can declare it null and void 
within the state)  

• In 1832 congress passed a lowered tariff bill, but the South Carolinians protested 
saying it wasn’t enough. Since the cotton export fell and fed gov is becoming too 
strong, the SC legislature called a convention and passed an Ordinance of 
Nullification, stating the tariff was null, void, and no law” (session if the fed gov 
attempted to collect the tariff)  

 
Sectionalism 

• Economic changed after the war brought a growing sense of sectionalism due to 
economic self interest 

South: 
• Cotton gin and cotton agriculture spread widely across south- slavery spread with 

it. Although importation stopped for slavery in 1808- internal markets for slaves 
developed within states.  

• Cotton factories, overseers and slave driver- domestic servants for women 
• Slave plotted against owners, passage of slave codes after incidents: Stono 

Uprising (escape to Spanish territory which grant freedom for slaves), Gabriel 
Prosser’s Conspiracy , Denmark Vesey’s conspiracy, and Nat Turner’s rebellion 
(VA)- or they did little work or sabotaged tools.  
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• South had little industry since Cotton was major export, since there were little 
industry, it was not a large part of the national trading network so less 
transportation system. –(remained rural) 

• Cotton Culture gave rigid class system- planter, small slave holders, small farmers, 
tenant farmers, poor whites, free blacks, slaves(Chattel) 

• Economic factors that supported slavery: increase demands, labor intensive nature 
of cotton, cheap source of labor, climate that fit year round farming 

• Southerners developed the argument that slavery helped the slaves by providing 
food, shelter, and care. (Proslavery arguments led to a sense of who southerners 
were and what they stood for) 

North: 
• Immigration from Ireland provided labor 
• Pull factors: economic opportunities created by industrialization, transportation 

revolution and westward expansion, job and the possibility of owning land. 
• Push Factors: lack of economic opportunities at home, crop failures and political 

instability 
West: 

• Western frontier had been pushed to the Mississippi , and the land in between 
(Great Plains, Great American Desert ) was a part of land people had to get 
through on their way to the Oregon Territory for fur trade. (Mountain men who 
blazed the Oregon Trail ) 

Northwest: 
• Fertile lands, self sufficient, but the invention of steel plow and the mechanical 

reaper allowed them to raise cash crops- transportation allowed them to move 
goods to market, and at the junction of transportation routes, towns and villages 
grew. 

• Native Americans: Battle of Fallen Timbers- treaty of Greenville , Black Hawk 
War. 

• Van buren sent the army to remove the Cherokee led to Trail of Tears 
  
Webster Hayne Debate 

• Federal Land Policy- cheap land available to masses for purchase, northerners 
opposed because cheap labor might move away, and south sided with West to 
prevent the West siding with East.  

• The senate confrontation: Robert Hayne made a speech in support of cheap land, 
and made mention of nullification- Dan Webster made famous reply that 
mentioned states rights and how the Union is indissoluble and sovereign over the 
Individual states.  

• The second Nullification crisis-the first was over the tariff of abominations (1828), 
the second one was over the new tariff that lowered the taxes in 1828 (the Tariff 
of 1832) however, south Carolina didn’t think it was enough and they though the 
tariff showed that the fed gov was becoming too strong (fear of the end of 
slavery), the SC legislature called a convention and passed an Ordinance of 
Nullification stating the tariff was null, void, and no law. The states also 
threatened to secede if the gov tried to collect the tariff.  
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• The second nullification was also over Peggy Eaton (because she was a common 
man so she was excluded from parties) 

• Jackson agreed with the new tariff so passed the Force Bill that allowed the 
president to send armies. Henry Clay then made a new tariff that was acceptable 
thus ending the crisis. 

  
The War on the Bank 

• Under Nicholas Biddle, Jackson distrusted the bank because it was run by the 
wealthy for their own self interests, and the bank had too much influence in 
economic policies. Although the charter would not expire until 1836, Henry Clay 
and Biddle in 1832 for the election. The congress passed but Jackson vetoed it. 
(Southerners, westerners, and working class agreed with Jackson and he was 
reelected.) 

• Jackson tried to destroy the bank by: remove fed funds from Biddle’s vaults and 
distribute the funds to various state and local banks (Pet Banks). Biddle responded 
by tightening up on credit and calling in loans (hoping Jackson would withdraw, 
but Jackson stood firm and the result was a financial recession)  

• Biddle reissued credits due to business pressure, and economy rebounded. 
Inflation began to pick up (and expansion was helped by land for sale at lower 
prices) Jackson also furthered inflation by distribution of surplus funds. However 
to slow the spiral, he issued Specie Circular (payment in hard money for purchase 
of land, no credit or paper money)- led to depression.  

• Causes of panic of 1837: Specie Circular, withdraw of European investments due 
to its own hard times, and lack of nation al banking system with stable currency.  

• Election of 1836, Martin Van buren faced the Panic of 1837: realized that 
government funds must be deposited somewhere, proposed the Independent 
Treasury Act-separate fed treasury from the banking system. Vaults were installed 
to store fed tax revenues and be backed up by gold – went in effect by 1840. 

 
The meaning of Jacksonian Politics 

• The Election of 1840-Dem-Van Buren, Whigs-William H. Harrison. The 
Campaign appealed to population by stressing depression and the opulent life 
style of Van Buren compared to “log Cabin” Harrison .  

• Modern Party system- popular politics based on emotion appeal 
• The Strong Executive-King Andrew 
• The changing emphasis towards states rights: Charles River Bridge case in 1837 

reflected the shift to wards sovereign states. (Could abrogate a grant of monopoly 
If the original grant had ceased to be in the best interests of the community) 
Rather than ( Dartmouth College case of the sanctity of contracts)  

• Democrats: opposed big gov, and the requirements of modernization urbanization 
and industrialization. (working class, small merchants and farmers) 

• Whigs: Gov participation in commercial and industrial development, banking and 
corporation, cautious approach to westward expansion. (northern businessmen 
and manufacturers, Large southern planters)- Clay, Webster, Calhoun 

• Alexis de Tocqueville-Democracy in America- a view from the outsiders 
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Antebellum Culture: an Age of Reform 
• Living in transition and instability, society was changing and traditional values 

challenged- movement towards reform and a rising desire for order and control 
• Second Awakening, Movement for public education (increase educational levels-

education to teach future voters, and to prevent social ills) Opposed by religious 
groups since they ran their own schools, and groups who disliked taxes 

• However, public education grew as free states establish public schools, Northwest 
Ordinance also required township to set aside land for schools. South had little 
education since only the wealthy can afford it. Public high school was low, but 
private ones thrived.  

• Reform: romanticism (emphasized the emotions and feelings over rationality-
reaction against excess enlightenment) and also a growing need to stable social 
order and control over the forces threatening the traditional values.  

 
The Flowering of literatures 

• Northern themes 
• James Cooper (independence of individuals) 
• Walt Whitman ( individualism) 
• Henry Wadsworth Longfellow ( value of tradition ) 
• Herman Melville’s (optimism) 
• James Lowell Nathaniel Hawthorne (puritan setting) 
• Southern Themes 
• Edgar Allen Poe (emotion) 
• Simms (defender of slavery) 
• Augustus Longstreet (common folk) 
• The Fine Arts: Hudson River School, Knickerbocker School- Thomas Cole, Asher 

Durand (most famous)  John Trumbull, Gilbert Stuart, Charles Wilson Peale 
(battle field), George Bingham, Goerge Catlin (Native Americans, and ordinary 
people) 

• Music and Theather (some churches condemned it)  
 
Transcendentalists 

• Originated in Concord Mass- unity and divinity of human beings and nature, 
value of intuition over reason, self-reliance, and individual conscience 

• Emerson (Nature, Self reliance author) 
• Henry Thoreau (civil disobedience, Walden) 

 
Utopians 

• Brook Farm (Hawthorne)  
• New Harmony (Robert Owen) –attacked religion marriage and institution of 

private property- resistance by neighbors 
• Nashboa (Frances Wright) – for slaves- opposition from slaveholding neighbors 
• Oneida (free love and open marriage) 
• The Shakers (*Mother Ann Lee) celibacy, sexual equality  
• Amana Community (socialist experience)  
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Mormons  
• Joseph Smith = Church of Jesus Chris of Latter Day Saints 
• Resented by neighbors- teachings of revelation of god, polygamy, oppose slavery, 

after an attack in Illinois, Brigham Young brought them to Utah (request 
statehood but slavery controversy delayed it) 

 
Remaking Society  

• Inspired by transcendentalists, Protestant Revivalism (Charles Finney) anti-
catholic elements 

• The American Society for Promotion of Temperance 1826 (supported by 
Protestants but opposed by Protestants) 

• Horace Mann and Henry Barnard-education opportunity for all children to learn 
the skills for self-fulfillment, social control (Americanize immigrants and 
protestantize the Catholics), instill social values (discipline, democracy) 

• Troy Female Seminar (first women college) Oberlin College (first African) 
Perkins for blind 

• Dorothea Dix (mentally Ill) 
• Prison Reform (separation by gender, and age, no imprisonment for debts, and no 

whipping 
• The Seneca Falls Convention 1848-Declartaion of Sentiments and Resolutions) 

Gremik Sisters, Elizabeth Stanton, Lucretia Mott, Harriet Beecher Stowe, linked 
with abolitionists 

• Cult of Domesticity 
• Abolition movement-The American Colonization Society 1817 (Liberia) then 

movement died, then William Lloyd Garrison (liberator) began immediate 
emancipation – New England Anti Slavery Society 1832 American Antislavery 
Society 1833 

• Frederick Douglas North Star 
• Elijah Lovejoy killed 
• Movement split -1. Radicals, 2. Moral suasion 

 
Diverging societies 

• North and South polarized with West siding with North 
North:  

• Population move west, birth rate drops and aging population, immigration 
discrimination (nativism), urbanization (bad health environment, bad water 
sanitation, police and fire protection inadequate, and race riots)  

• Value of Industrial output surpassed the agricultural products 
• Interchangeable parts (wide variety of manufacturing process), Coal replaced 

water for power, Charles Goodyear (rubber), Elias Howe (sewing machine) Mores 
(telegraph) 

• Rise of Unions-Growth of factories led to growth of corporation led to separation 
of owners from workers- result: growth of fight for benefits, 10 hour day, 
Paterson, NJ first to strike for shorter hours, government projects (10 hour) help 
acceptance of the 10 hour day.  
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• Urban workers dependent on food made profits for farmers- due to farm 
machinery, farmers grew more food.- specialization and mechanization.  

• McCormick (mechanical reaper) John Deere (steel plow) Case (threshing machine 
to separate grain) 

• Coastal sailing ships – canal – railroad for carrying goods 
• North-factory system South- Plantation system 

South-  
• Planter Class (minority- but had all the economic and political power), Yeoman 

Farmers (largest group, main crop-corn), Poor whites (poverty, crackers, 
sandhiller), Slaves (large plantations use Gang system, small farms were assigned 
specific tasks, and house servants)  

• Urban slavery- slaves buying their own freedom or escaping- so urban slavery 
stopped 

• Slave Trade- smuggling or internal trade 
• Slave Reaction- rebellion, escapes (underground railroads), and had a specific 

culture or music, religion and language. 
• Southern manufactures were only for purpose of the plantations not for export 
• Network of commerce never developed in the south since the businessmen were 

only concerned with the plantations. 
• Some saw the dependency of South on Northern bankers and businessmen and 

called for reform- James DeBow’s Review, but southerners didn’t care about 
undevelopment since cotton was profitable and they held different values.  

• Southern Women- more domestic and less opportunity than Northern women 
• Education was only available for well to do people, public schools were inferior 

and ill supported 
• Biblical texts were used to justify slavery, scientific arguments, and southerners 

became more and more isolated. 
• Gag Rule: to stop discussion on slavery, forbade any discussion in both houses. 

Until 1844 
• Concurrent Majority 

 
Manifest Destiny 

• Justification to expand- a sense of mission to help other people- term by NY 
morning News editor 

• Louisiana and Far West fur trade-John Jacob Astor for trade restrictions against 
British fur 

• Oregon County- dispute over boarder, and people sent back reports led to Oregon 
fever and people supported the gov 

• Mexico got independence, and Americans began to migrate (had to become 
Catholics and had to obey the law including banning slavery) 

• General Antonio Santa Anna president of Mexico, Americans in Texas rebelled 
(Alamo and Goliad lost but San Jacinto by Sam Houston led to victory)- Lone 
Star Republic  

• Jackson feared war with Mexico and slavery issue decided to not annex Texas 
• District of New Mexico lured many Americans with slaves- trail of Santa Fe 
• Democrats (force for expansion) Whigs (peaceful means) 
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Tyler, Polk and Continued Westward Expansion 

• Death of Harrison- John Tyler ( who was a southerner and went against all the 
Whig values) – opposed the Whig Program of National bank protective tariff fed 
fund internal projects…etc  

• Whig became coherent political party with an elaborate organization under Clay 
• Impeachment attempt but failed 
• Preemption Act 1841- allow settlers who had squatted on unsurveyed fed lands to 

buy the land once it was on market for cheap price.  
• Daniel Webster didn’t resign to discuss Webster Ashburton Treaty: 
• Problems with British-border of Canada, military road over disputed area 

(Aroostook War), Caroline affair (Caroline Ships), Creole slavers who were 
returned after escape, British patrol ships stopping American ships. The treaty 
settled border, and other problem- create atmosphere of compromise and 
forbearance in US British Relations  

• Election of 1844- President Polk won because of the Annexing Texas issue (Dark 
horse, Hickory) opposed tariff and bank, but support expansion (not only texas 
but Oregon-54 40 or fight) 

• Antislavery Liberty Party – Birney  
• Last attempt by Tyler for Texas-Joint resolution (simple majority) and annexed 

Texas in 1845 
• Polk- lower tariff- Walker Tariff 1846, reestablished Independent Treasury 

System 
• Oregon-Oregon Trail, Joint occupation by B and US-Oregon Treaty 1846- only to 

49th parallel with the Puget Sound and share of Strait of Juan de Fuca 
• Mormons migrated to Utah – Mormon republic of Deseret- after annexation 

Buchanan persecuted Mormons- Mormon War but resolved by pardons and 
Mormons accepting Buchanan. 

 
Mexican War 

• Growing American Interest with western lands, Mexico Ineffective government, 
loss of Texas as hostile act, southern boundary of Texas disputed, California- but 
there was still peaceful hope when Americans offered money for land, but after 
Mexicans blew him off, Tyler sent army (Taylor) to disputed border and 
Mexicans fired the first shot-declaration of Mexican War May 13th, 1846 

• Bear Flag Revolt-California declare independent 
• Battle of San Gabriel-conquest of California, Taylor advanced and victory at 

Battle of Monterey, but Mexicans still refused to negotiate-sent Winfield Scott to 
capture Mexico City-although recalled by the gov, Nicholas trist signed Treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo ending the war.  

• Mexican cession 
• Opposition-Thoreau civil disobedience- not paying tax 

 
The crisis of 1850 
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• The Wilmot Proviso-banning slavery from any territory acquired from Mexican 
war, but John C Calhoun opposed it (unconstitutional) since Gov should protect 
people’s property 

• Compromise in favor of southerners- extension of Missouri compromise 36 60 
• Another compromise favored by N. Dem. Stephen Douglas and Lewis Case-

popular sovereignty 
• Election of 1848: Angry at the indecisive of Whigs not taking a strong stance on 

Slavery by nominating Taylor, created “conscience Whigs” “Barnburner” 
Democrats- Free Soil Party 

• Gold Discovery- population increase in California-Admission as free state 
• Taylor-opposed the spread of slavery 
• New Mexico territory- Talk of secession due to slavery- Compromise of 1850: 

North-CA free, popular sovereignty, slave trade abolished in DC. South- tougher 
Fugitive slave law, pay Texas for debt, slavery not abolished in DC, gov has no 
jurisdiction over slave trade. Taylor died, Fillmore became president- Douglas 
broke it into components and passed it. 

• Allusion of settlement of slavery problem 
 
The election of 1852 

• Dem: Franklin Pierce(V) Whigs: Winfield Scott 
• Distract people from slavery to foreign economic and territorial expansion- 

“young America”  
• 1853- Matthew Perry- Tokyo bay to open Japan 
• Reciprocity Treaty 1854- opening Canada for Trade 
• 1853 Gadsden Purchase- good route for transcontinental railroad across southern 

part 
• tried to buy Cuba, but Spain refused- Ostend Manifesto urging military seizure 

 
Economic Growth 

• RR improve transportation for goods 
• 1850s water transportation- peak for steam boats and clipper ships. Industrial 

growth for textiles 
• Cotton still thrived 
• North had small farms 

 
Decline in 2 party system 

• Whig declined, Know-nothing party (nativists) 
 
The return of Sectional conflict  

• Strengthening of the Fugitive Slave Law: required the Northerners to aid the 
return of slaves- passage of Liberty Laws in provided trial, which was denied in 
slave law) to determine the status of the slave. –polarized 2 sections because 
problem was brought to home to Northerners  

• Uncle Tom’s Cabin: Harriet Beecher Stowe of the evil of slavery 
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• The Kansas Nebraska Act: Stephen Douglas introduced a bill to organize K and N 
(hoping to build trans continental RR)-repeal of Missouri compromise and 
Popular sovereignty to decide slave or not 

• Divided Democrat party to North and South 
• North: republican party-slavery should be banned 
• Bleeding Kansas: North and South began to compete to send people to K and N. 

North: New England Emigrant Aid Company South: Border ruffians from 
Missouri led to creation of proslavery legislature- a free soil legislature that also 
claimed lawful. – bleeding Kansas as both legislature armed the people, may 1856 
border ruffians attacked Lawrence, later John Brown raided.  

• Sumner was beaten by Preston Brooks 
• Election of 1856: Dem. Buchanan, Whigs: Fillmore Republicans: Fremont (no 

slave, western land, and high tariffs) Buchanan won.  
• Dred Scott case: Sue for his freedom because his owner brought him to a free 

state. Court favored south: he is property and can’t sue, Missouri compromise was 
unconstitutional, and temporary residence in Free State doesn’t lead to being free. 
Worsened sectional conflict 

• Buchanan and Kansas: Lecompton Constitution stating slave state, and free state 
constitution were both sent. However, house decided to have the whole document 
voted by the people, and it was voted down. It remained a territory until 1861 
(free) 

• Panic of 1857: Causes-over speculation in RR and lands, faulty banking practice, 
interruption of flow of European capital for investments due to Crimean War.  

• The Lincoln Douglas debates: Freeport doctrine-People of any territory could 
exclude slavery by declining to pass any laws that slave jurisdiction pass. Douglas 
won re election but Lincoln used debate to help him with presidency. (Established 
himself as a republican leader)  

• John Brown’s Raid: John Brown at Pottawatomie Creek seized federal arsenal at 
Harpers Ferry (VA)-northerners saw him as a martyr and further angered the 
South 

• Hinton Rowan Helper’s Book: The impending Crisis in the South - slavery was 
economically harmful to the South and that it enriched the large planter at the 
expense of the yeoman farmer. –congress being in tension but ended with the 
withdraw of Sherman as speaker for a more moderate one. 

 
Election of 1860:  

• S. Dem: fed slave code Breckinridge, Dem: Douglas for popular sovereignty, 
Constitutional Union Party: John Bell (union, constitution, and enforcement of 
laws), Rep: Lincoln (1856 platform and transcontinental RR)  

• Lincoln- minority president 
• The secession Crisis: Lincoln wanted to leave slavery where it is 
• December 20th, 1860 South Carolina (special convention) declared itself out of 

the union. (Ordinance of secession, which stated reasons for secession)  By Feb 
1st 6 more followed. –declared themselves as Confederate states of America. 
Their constitution: slavery and state sovereignty recognized, no tariffs, president 6 
year one term. (Jefferson Davis as president)  
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• Sought to preserve union, compromise to keep slavery where it is and extend 36 
60 line (Missouri Compromise) –led by Crittenden but Lincoln prohibited spread 
of slavery 

 
The Civil War 

• Fort Sumter :  Lincoln tried to supply his army with only food supplies (no arms); 
however, the South (Beauregard) attacked to take the fort ( Anderson ) on April 
12, 1861 

• Then Lincoln got what he needed to clear war on the confederates, and declared 
insurrection that needed to be put down.  

• Virginia Tennessee North Carolina and Arkansas seceded leaving Delaware , 
Kentucky , Maryland (Martial Law), and Missouri (fed troops).  

• North: More money, more men, control of Navy, RR, trade with Europe 
• South: its size, defensive war, familiarity with the terrain, motivation, more able 

generals, more experienced president. 
• First Battle of Bull Run (VA)-C –led to- Anaconda Plan by Winfield 

Scott  (blockade, taking the Mississippi splint south in half)- Lincoln ordered 
Blockage by Welle’s (Paper Blockade) and a campaign to take the Mississippi 
River . (Captain Farragut took New Orleans in April 1862)  

• Replace McDowell, McClellan (Army of Potomac)- Peninsula Campaign. Battle 
of seven Pines 

• Gen Lee Appointed, who summoned Stonewall Jackson-Battle of 7 days with 
McClellan-C 

• Grant- surprised at Pittsburg by won ( Shiloh ) 
• Both countries sought foreign aid, but none of them received it. – Incident that 

threatened the neutrality, (John Slidell U.S.S. San Jacinto and British Ship-Trent. 
US remove ambassador from the boat)  

• War at sea: CSS Virginia destroyed some union ships, and fought USS Monitor 
• Home Front: 
• -Congress passed 2 laws to keep morale up 1862- Homestead Act (160 acres to 

people who would farm for 5 years, and Morrill Land Grant (large land grants to 
states who would establish agricultural and mechanical colleges) 

- Union at first used volunteers but restored to drafting and eventually 
African Americans (who faced discrimination in the army)-Hated by 
working class since the Rich can pay to not be in the army, causing the 
NYC draft riot.  

• Contraband (Africans who escaped to Union) – Confiscation Act of 1861 (free if 
escaped to Union ) 

• -confederacy faced little men power-owners of more than 20 slaves don’t need to 
be in the war (poor man fighting the rich man’s war) – scarcity of food, 
(confederates responded to inflation by impressments, seizing of produce and live 
stock) led to bread riot in Richmond .  

• North finance war: raising tariff, levying excise and income tax, selling 
government bonds, and Salmon Chase (greenbacks)-unbacked currency and credit 
expansion to finance war ( National Banking Act) 1863 
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• South: scant in financial resources, excise and income tax and small loans, paper 
money (worthless)-inflation.  

• Lincoln : exceed power, beyond Constitution, suspended the writ of habeas 
corpus (imprisonment without trial disregarding Southern Chief Justice Roger 
Taney in Ex Parte Merrymen (1861) which stated that it was unconstitutional) 

• Copperheads: northerners who opposed war called Lincoln a tyrant.  
• Davis : denounced him for not respecting states rights-less effective 
• The Emancipation Proclamation (at first feared that border states would secede 

and northern workers would resent it because competition for jobs, but pressured 
to do it from radical republicans- punish confederacy, incite salves that war would 
end quickly, and ensure British would not support confederates since B had 
outlawed slavery): after Battle of Antietam Sept 17, 1862, on Jan first 1863, 
Lincoln delivered his speech. Freeing all slaves in areas still in rebellion 

• Women from both sides learned to take care of the home and the farm 
• Defeat at Chancellorsville , and then union victory in Gettysburg-Gettysburg 

address  
• Admiral David Farragut-gain control of Mississippi 
• Grant won in Vicksburg on the Mississippi 
• Lee won second Bull Run ,  
• Gettysberg Address- called for republicanism of freedom, equality, and 

democracy. 
• Hooker lost in Chancellorsville and Stonewall Jackson died 
• Lee got permission to invade Pennsylvania , Meade beat Lee and Lee never was 

able to mount this invasion.  
• Sherman March to the sea destroyed southern morale 
• Grant got complete control of the union army. Grant vs. Lee at Richmond and he 

surrendered at the courthouse of Appomattox on April 9, 1865 
• Election of 1864: Dem: McClellan (peace settlement even if South is 

independent), Union: Lincoln-he was going to lose, but Sherman captured the 
vital Southern rail and manufacturing center (Atlanta) and boosted Northern 
morale- won election.  

• Lincoln assassinated by John Wilkes Booth on April 14, 1865 
• Dorothy Dix- supervised all union army nurses 

 
Reconstruction: 

• Freedman’s Bureau: provide education, food, clothing for former slaves. 
• Lincoln’s plan (10 %plan): an oath (registered voters taking this 10%), accept the 

end of slavery 
• Wade Davis Bill (radicals): majority have to swear ironclad oath stating that they 

were now loyal and had never been disloyal.-pocket vetoed by Lincoln saying its 
his duty for reconstruction 

• Johnson: amnesty to all confederates except for highest officials (property over 
20,000) These men were prohibited to vote or hold office without presidential 
pardon, ordinances of secession revoked, no confederate war debts, states must 
ratify 13th amendment.- all states besides Texas did the required but the radical 
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republicans in congress refused to recognize them-congress appoints special 
committee that reported the Presidential Reconstruction wasn’t working.  

• Congress: Passed Civil Rights act of 1866 and 14th amendment (citizenship to all 
people born in America and gave African Americans rights to testify, own land, 
make contracts, and exercise all rights of whites.-Johnson vetoed but congress 
overrode both), congress sent it to states to ratify but it didn’t pass- Military 
Reconstruction Act for all southern states besides Tennessee divide in to 5 
military districts, military force to ensure civil rights, military governor to oversee 
the organization,, call convention for a new constitution, members elected by both 
white and black with no former confederate, and new constitution were to 
guarantee suffrage and ratify 14th amendment to be readmitted to the states.  

• To control the president: Army act (reducing president control over the army), 
Tenure of Office Act (forbidding Johnson from dismissing cabinet members 
without congressional consent-for Stanton) 

• Impeachment for violating Tenure of Office Act by dismissing Stanton, 
impeached by house but not senate 

• Election of 1868: Grant and Blair, Grant only won by a little margin-republicans 
think they need the AA votes, thus passing the 15th amendment- required for 
Texas Georgia Mississippi and Virginia since they were late at the process.  

 
Foreign Policy under Johnson 

• Napoleon III sent Maximilian as emperor of Mexico-violating the Monroe 
Doctrine-sent Sheridan to Rio Grande with military force, placing pressure and 
aiding Benito Juarez (Mexican revolutionist)- Napoleon withdrew his forces.  

• Strengthen American commitment to and the world’s respect for Monroe Doctrine 
• 1866 Russia sold Alaska to Seward (sewards folly) since Russia feared war with 

GB and US want to build good relationship with R 
• Post-war life in the south 
• All bonds money lost and property confiscated for confederate government 
• Complaints of corruption in government sustained by federal troops 

(carpetbaggers-northerners who came to south to participate in reconstruction, and 
Scalawag- southerners who supported reconstruction)  

• William Marcy Boss Tweed’s Tammany Hall-NYC grew rich from corruption.  
• KKK and White Camelia attack AA and supporters 
• Reconstruction ended since North lost interest due to panic of 1873 and weariness 

to remake society.  
• Enforcement Act (ineffective since KKK terror) but passed to make it Fed crime 

to interfere with any man’s right to vote 
• Redeemer –southerners who redeemed their white supremacy 
• Share cropping or Crop Lien system  
• Instead of not having them vote, south put restriction such as: poll taxes, literacy 

test, Grandfather clause (unconstitutional) property requirements, and direct 
primary.  

• Civil rights of 1875 (unconstitutional due to 14th amendment only applied to 
states 

• Jim Crow Laws (segregation) and Plessy v Ferguson (pro segregation)  
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Corruption under Grant 

• Grant loyal to those who helped him get his office 
• Black Friday Scandal: Jim Fiske and Jay Gould cornering the gold market 
• Credit Mobilier: dummy construction company, Union Pacific RR- government 

paying the company but they didn’t use all the money 
• Salary Grab Act of 1873: 100% pay increase for president and 50% for congress, 

led to Dem victory 
• Sanborn Contract Fraud: Sanborn collect unpaid tax and 50% commission for 

what he collects and the money went to Republican campaign fund 
• Whiskey Ring Fraud: excise tax on whiskey was deceived 
• Bribing of Belknap: accepted bribes when working in admin. of Indian Affairs  
• Liberal Republicans-opposed corruption and favored sectional harmony- 

nominated Greeley but lost 
 
Economy 

• Deflation-backed by business men who favored to retire greenbacks and go back 
to gold standard 

• Inflation-backed by debtors who could pay off their debt less than they borrowed 
by issuing more paper money 

• Panic of 1873- overexpansion of RR and businessmen- due to economic 
downturns in Europe and failure of Jay Cooke and Company 

• Crime of 73- demonetized silver and went back to gold standard 
• 1875- congress passed Specie Resumption calling for resumption of specie 

payment by Jan 1st- Greenback Party formed (nominated cooper in 1876 but lost) 
 
Election of 1876 

• Dem: Tilden and Rep: Hayes (waving the bloody shirt) Tilden got 184 votes 
needed 185 but there were disputed 20 votes – which were given after the special 
convention and the compromise of 1877 ( Promised to show consideration for the 
south, end reconstruction and withdraw fed troops from South)  

 
Industrial Era-Gilded Age leading industrial and agricultural producer 

• Politics of the period 
• Hayes-abandoned commitment to AA equality 
• Republican Factions- Stalwarts (old spoils system and patronage), and Half 

Breeds (Blain, pushed for civil service reform and merit appointment)  
• Election of 1880-Garfield (Half breed) Author (stalwart) defeated Dem (Winfield 

Hancock) 
• Pendleton Act- open competitive examination for civil service positions 
• Greenback Party- Weaver (regulation of price control and RR)  

 
The economy 

• Inventions that helped industrialize: telephone (bell 1876), steel (Andrew 
Carnegie), electric power (Edison) and oil (john d Rockefeller)  

• New South: factories were built while cotton still booming 
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• Immigrants and freed slaves suffered poverty 
• With the convergence of RR and the standardization of tracks, transcontinental 

RR, and Time zone for National Rail system- allowed industrial revolution 
(required national transportation system, coal, iron, oil, electricity, steam turbines, 
and diesel engines, surplus of agricultural production, labor, money for 
investment, and stable banking system 

• Coal powered new steam turbines 
• Social Darwinism- Charles Darwin- natural selection and evolution (poor were 

poor because they didn’t work) –provided for the rightness of the principles of 
laissez faire-competition is good to advance nation 

• Andrew Carnegie- social Darwinist- Gospel of Wealth- great sum of money had a 
duty to use part of the money to help those who need it 

• Labor: RR strike of 1877 (Hayes used fed troops to restore order), unemployment, 
salary reduction caused class conflict. Immigrants in Cali (Irish and Chinese) 
fought for economic survival 

• Labor Unions: National Labor Union (1866), Knights of Labor (Terence 
Powderly who believed in negotiation rather than strike 1869) AA, skilled and 
unskilled workers, but after Haymarket Riot it died (anarchists) 

• National Grange and Farmers Alliance- since farmers had over expanded and 
purchase more land and went into debt, wanted to promote currency inflation, 
higher farm prices, bimetallism (silver and gold), debt relief, farm marketing 
ventures, and regulation of monopolies and regulation of RR. 

 
Social and Cultural Developments 

• Urbanization 
• Skyscrapers- made possibly by elevator (Elisa Otis)  
• Immigrants poured in (southern and eastern Europe) - lack of government policy 

to deal with it, but slowly developed responsibility for immigrants (employment, 
housing and social services for political support) 

• Social Gospel- Jane Adams (Hull House) Washington Gladden urge creation of 
settlement houses and better services to immigrants. New religions began to 
appear (achieve heaven and improve life on earth-eradicate social and economic 
abuses- end child labor shorter work day)-Henry street settlement house 

• Public education grew as well as adult and English education 
• Booker T. Washington: President of Tuskegee Institute in Alabama (teaching AA 

encourage self respect and economic equality) Differed from WEB DU BOIS? 
Because did not call for immediate end of segregation 

• American Federation of Labor (Samuel Gompers) - craft unions for skilled-8 hour 
workday, higher wages and better working conditions 

• Sit down strikes 
• Baltimore and Ohio RR workers strike hurt organized labor 
• Injunction- used by company against strikers 
• Sherman Antitrust Act 
• Courts favored business over labor 
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• Positive-8 hour work day, Erdman Act (arbitration of labor disputes involving 
interstate carriers), employer’s liability act- RR responsible for employee’s 
injuries  

• Feminism: more working, reform movement effort (temperance, humane societies, 
equality)  

• Literature: Henry George Progress and poverty (redistribution of wealth by one 
single tax), Lew Wallce’s Ben Hur, Horatio Alger (promote hard work honesty...) 
Mark Twain The gilded Age. Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Henry James( Daisy 
Miller) 

• Big business and monopolies 
 
Foreign Relations 

• New Imperialism-finding more markets and raw material 
• Latin America: Recognized Diaz in Mexico-trade expansion and investments 
• Pan Americanism-Blaine-organization for union of trade political stability in 

Western Hemisphere-Pan American Union, and Organization of American States 
• Mediation of Border disputes- in Latin America 
• Canal-  1876 Interocieanic Canal Commission in Nicaragua, 1880s hostile 

position against French Panama Canal project 
• The Pacific: Samoa trading rights and naval base 
• Japan: Granting tariff autonomy to Japan, ended the practice by western nations 

of controlling customs house collections in Asian states 
• Korea: Open trade and diplomatic relations with Hermit Kingdom 
• Native Americans: Sioux War (1876 77) George Custer’s Last stand.  
• Reservations: a century of dishonor, Forced to live on isolated reservations  
• Dawes Act-broke up reservation gave 160 acres to family, restricted sale of land, 

grant citizenship, sold to whites any land not given to NA, the act failed because 
NA were not farmers, the land was poor. 

 
The Last Frontier: 

• The Homestead Act- cheap land 
• Pacific RR act of 1862 and 64- subsidize/finance central pacific and union pacific 

to build the first transcontinental RR 
• Indian territory in Oklahoma- reservations 
• Bureau of Indian Affairs-at first, concentration (away from settlers) then 

reservation that restricted their traditional way of life – end of buffalo  
• NA who resisted- Chief Joseph, Mangas Coloradas, Cochise and Geromino, 

Oglala Sioux, Sitting Bull. (The massacre at Wounded Knee, army surprise attack 
on NA) 

• Frontier closed, ranchers v farmers (barbed wires)  
 
Election of 1884 

• Grover Cleveland v Blaine-Cleveland (dem) won 
• Presidential Succession Act of 1886- death of VP Hendricks from president pro 

tempore of senate to the cabinet officers 
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• Executive appointment- presidential power to install and remove not senate- 
introduced more power for executive office. 

 
The economy 

• Big Business: Concentration of wealth and power in the hands of giant firms. 
Monopoly capitalism that minimized competition- demand by smaller 
businessmen, farmers and laborers for gov regulation- JP Morgan Banking, 
Gustavus Swift Metal, Carnegie Steel, Harriman RR, Rockefeller oil 

• Interstate Commerce Act-1887, Wabash Case-unconstitutional for state laws to 
control interstate commerce. Passed to provide a commission to oversee fair RR 
rates, prohibit rebates, end discriminatory practices, and require annual report and 
financial statements.  

• Farmers-international market and were at risk with low price 
• Scientific management- Frederick Taylor, industrial engineering, plant 

management and motion studies 
 
Social Cultural Development 

• Newspapers and magazines-Linotype Machine cut printing cost. Joseph Pulitzer 
• Higher Education-colleges and universities expanded to introduce modern 

curriculum, for women sometimes as well 
• Women only colleges Vassar, Mount Holyoke, Bryn Mawr. All Black: tuskke and 

Howard 
• Kindergarten started  
• More applied science rather than pure science 
• Adams and Simon Patten justify government regulation in econ 
• Lester Ward (Dynamic sociology) intelligent planning and decision making 
• Woodrow Wilson (congressional Government) better relationship between 

congress and executive 
• Realism approach to literature, social problems and political corruption- Mark 

Twain (huckleberry Finn), William Howell’s (the rise of Silas Lapham) Henry 
James (the Bostonians) –Other famous writers- Realism and naturalism, Realists-
Hamlin Garland, Frank Norris, Willa Cather, Howells. Naturalists: Stephan crane 
and Theodore Dreiser. 

• Regional local color writers-mark twain, Edward Eggleston, Sarah Jewett, Joel 
Harris. None fiction- Oliver Holmes, Henry Adams, Edward Bellamy 

• Magazines- ladies home journal, Godey’s lady’s book, Atlantic monthly, Harper’s 
weekly and McClure’s- result from more education and more leisure time 

• Impressionist and realists in art- Mary Cassat, James McNeil Whistler, 
impressionists. John Singe Sargent, Thomas Eakins, Henry Ossawa Tanner, 
realists. Edmonia Lewis, Daniel Chester French, Augustus Saint Gaudens, 
Frederic Remington, sculptors  

• More leisure time for middle class-discretionary income- more sports, movies, 
shows, read.  

 
Foreign Relations 1882-1887 

• Modern Navy- expanded 
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• Europe- problems existed between Ireland and GB and US refused to hand over 
an Irish linked with terrorist activities.- diseased meat led to inspection (US to GB) 

• Africa: Berlin Conference 1884 for trade with Congo and Third International Red 
Cross Conference 

• Asia and Pacific: suspended Chinese immigration (Chinese exclusion act of 1882) 
created friction with China. Treaty with Hawaii – Pearl Harbor Naval Base 

• Missionaries-brought religion to third world countries, but also western education, 
exposure to science technology and commercial ventures. (white supremacy) 

• Latin America: 1884 signed short lived pact with Nicaragua for joint ownership of 
an isthmian canal 

 
The Emergence of a regional empire (1887 1892)  

• US became more international  
• Election of 1888- Cleveland won but rep got both houses 
• House Rule of Operation: Rep Thomas Reed became speaker and changed rules 

to have absolute control of both house and senate 
• Force Bill 1890- fed supervision of state election in South to protect AA 
• Dependent Pension Act (1890)- service pension to union veterans and their 

dependents 
 
The economy (1887-1892)  

• Anti-monopoly measures, protective tariffs, and reciprocal trade.  
• Sherman Anti-trust Act 1890- corporate monopolies(trusts) –illegal for contracts 

conspiracy, in restraint of trade- although meant to be only for Big Business, the 
Supreme Court used it on labor unions and farmers cooperatives. Greatest defeat 
for this act was US v E.C. Knight Company- controlling the sugar refining 
process did not restrain Interstate commerce.  

• Sherman Silver Purchase Act-  pro silver interest buy 4.5 million ounces of silver 
each month and issue treasury note redeemable by gold and silver- create inflation 
and lowering of gold-Panic of 1893 led to repeal and angered populists 

• McKinley Tariff-compromise protective tariff, extended to industrial and 
agricultural goods. Reciprocal trade- retaliate against nations that discriminate 
against US products. – higher price-dem victory in 1890 congressional elections.  

• Billion dollar budget: loss of treasury reserve for state tax refunds, infrastructure 
improvement, navy and pension. 

 
Social and cultural developments 

• Popular amusement due to more leisure time- George Eastman roll film camera, 
vaudeville shows, sports speculation  

• Childbearing practices, supportive and sympathetic to children-Mary wells Smith, 
Lanier, Howard Pyle’s robin hood. (books for kids)  

• Religion: issue with growing materialism, urban revivalism( Dwight Lyman 
Moody)- immigrants generated growth for Catholics and Jews.  

 
Foreign Relations:  
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• Pan America: international trade, stability, and militarism in LA. (Bureau of 
American Republics-promote union and peaceful conflict resolutions) –Blaine 
opposed military 

• Haiti-Haiti revolution (1888 18889) first black nation 
• Chilean Revolution: USS Baltimore were killed, Harrison threatened war with the 

anti American revolutionary gov of Balmaceda. Blaine stopped the war 
• Asia and Pacific- Horace Allen peaceful American investment and trade with 

Korea 
• Against German expansion of Samoan Islands by establishing 3 party protectorate 

(GB and Germany)  
• 1893 pro American people revolted and overthrew Hawaiian gov and established 

gov friendly to US  
• Africa: opposed territorial expansion (refused to have naval bases in Angola and 

Mozambique when Portugal was looking for allies against GB)  
• Theoretical Works: Alfred Mahan (the influence of sea power on History) –

control of the sea is world power, Josiah Strong’s Our country (mission to export 
the word of god around the world” Frederick Turner “frontier thesis” justified 
overseas expansion for economics. The Law of civilization and decay-must 
expand or else decline 

• Europe: murder of 11 Italians in New Orleans created tension, but compensation 
saved US 

 
Economic Depression and Social Crisis (1892-1897) 

• Economic depression in 1893- called for economic safeguards, more humane free 
enterprise system that would expand economic opportunities.  

• Election of 1892-Cleveland won again, and won control of both houses 
• Populist Party- Southern alliance and northwestern alliance came together. Ran on 

Omaha platform- government ownership of RR, free and unlamented silver at 16-
1, direct election of senators, secret ballot (Australian ballot), graduated income 
tax, government storage of crops until price is good, 8 hour work day, and limits 
on immigration. (last 2 for laborers)  

• Populists nominated James Weaver 
• Repeal of Sherman Silver Purchase Act-1893 after panic of 1893, Cleveland tried 

to limit the outflow of gold reserves, congress did repeal but Dem party split over 
this.  

• Election of 1896- Rep. William McKinley (annexation of Hawaii, High tariff and 
strong foreign policy) Dem William Jennings Bryan (populist as well with 
different VP) platform for Dem: silver, condemnation of monopolies, tariff, and 
anti union court, criticism of removal of graduated income tax 

• Cross of Gold speech by WJB  
 
The Economy 1892 1897 

• Homestead Strike: iron and steel workers went on strike in Carnegie Steel 
company to protest salary reduction. Carnegie employed Pinkerton security 
guards (break up strikes). 
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• Depression of 1893- caused by fed deficit, withdrawal of British investments, 
outward transfer of gold, loss of business confidence (bankruptcy and 
unemployment)  

• March of the Unemployed 1894- Jacob Coxey led a march to Washington asking 
for Gov work relief program, met with force and failed.  

• Pullman Strike: Eugene V. Debs American Railway Union stuck at Pullman 
Palace Car C. over wage and job losses. Cleveland broke the strike with troops.  

• Wilson-Gorman Tariff-promote overseas trade to ease depression, gradated 
income tax (SC as unconstitutional)  

• Dingley Tariff: raised protection to new highs for certain things 
• Surplus production and foreign trade: since there are extra goods, businessmen 

lobbied for international markets 
 
Social and Cultural Developments 1892-1897 

• Literature reflect the period of depression ( Howell’s a hazard of New fortunes, a 
attack on urban living conditions.  

• Prohibition: Anti Saloon League 1893 (women concerned with increase drinking)  
• Immigration: Hull House, but immigration declined during depression. These 

organizations also helped lobby against sweatshops labor conditions and child 
labor. 

• Chautauqua Movement: 
• Chicago World’s Fair:  Beautifying cities. urban public parks that contrasted the 

depression 
• Radio and Film: Nathan Stubblefield (transmitted voice) 1892, Edison 

kinetoscope viewing of motion picture 1893 
 
Foreign Relations 1892-1897 

• Cuba and Spain: Cuban revolt hurt investments-Yellow journalism and 
nationalistic statements from Assistant Sec. Of the Navy (teddy Roosevelt) 
spurred support for military intervention.  

• Britain and Venezuela (1895)- Dispute over the border of British colony Guiana 
threatened war with Venezuela. (gold discovery) US side with GB if they 
recognize Monroe doctrine. Rivalry between German and GB led to Boer War 
over border in South Africa.  

• Sino Japanese War: afraid of colonization of china and closing of trade. US seeks 
naval base to protect its interest (Philippines) –announce open door policy with 
China 1899 1900 protect equal opportunity to trade and China’s political 
independence.  

• Latin America: Revolutions in 1894 in Brazil and Nicaragua- support existing gov 
for stability 

• Pacific: intervened with Hawaiian revolution 1893, over throw Queen Liliukalani. 
Cleveland reject annexation but McKinley annexed it in 1898 

 
The Gilded Age (given by Mark Twain and C.D. Warner) 

• Tariff difference between the parties after civil war was less 
• Tariff Act of 1883-Mongrel Tariff = gradual reduction in tariff rates 
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• Freight rates, free pass, pooling and rebates finally pushed farmers into protecting 
the practice of RR.- Grange Laws= prohibiting rebates and discrimination in 
setting rates 

• RR argued being deprived of property without due process-Munn v Illinois one of 
the 6 granger cases- ruled that people could regulate prices because it became 
public utility and “public interest” 

• Wabash Case- states had no power to regulate traffic that crossed states 
ICC had no power to regulate besides lawsuits, and out of the 16 15 of them were 
in favor of the RR 

• Mergers- reduce competition- Vertical combination -When a company expands its 
business into areas that are at different points of the same production path. 
Horizontal-When a company expands its business into different products that are 
similar to current lines.  
can not enforce gentlemen’s agreement to pool to restrain competition, so they 
turned to trusts to formalize their agreement to act together to remove competition. 
Trust=monopoly 

 
Gilded Age-  

• corruption in government and unbridled competition in business 
• Populist party declined after the depression (panic of 1873) however, ideas of the 

populists were realized-secret ballot, graduated income tax through 16 
amendment, direct election of US senators 17th amendment, federal reserve act of 
1913 that recognized the monetary policy of the nation-Warehouse Act of 1916 
(sub treasury principle), and strengthening of ICC and Sherman Anti Trust Acts.  

  
War and the Americanization of the world (1897 1902) 

• William T Stead (the Americanization of the world)-predicted the American 
production and economic strength would make US become leading nation.  

• Theodore Roosevelt- Progressive president 
• TR: called for gold standard, economic expansion in Caribbean and Pacific, canal 

in CA. Dem: William Bryan. 
• McKinley won the election of 1900 and Rep retained control of both houses.  
• Populates: Wharton Barker (inflation) and The Socialist Dem Party: Eugene Debs 

9nationalization of major industries) Prohibition Party: John Woolley (ban on 
alcohol production and consumption) 

• McKinley assassinated in 1901 –TR took over 
  
The Economy (1897 1902)  

• Spain provided the impetus for economic recovery. 
• TR-square deal-economic reform-free enterprise capitalism and destruction of 

illegal monopolies 
• War with Spain-Eastern and Midwestern industrial favor war and benefit from it. 

Northeastern financial centers cautious about war (questioned financial gains of 
war time production at the expense of market development)  

• Fed Bankruptcy Act(1898)- standardized procedure for bankruptcy 
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• Erdman Act (1898)- mediation by the chair of ICC and Bureau of Labor in 
unresolved RR labor controversies 

• Currency Act (1900)- The US standardized the amount of gold in the dollar. A 
separate gold reserve was set apart from other general funds, gov bonds were sold 
to maintain the reserve 

  
Social and Cultural Developments (1897 1902) 

• Yellow journalism- Exaggeration of Spanish atrocities in Cuba (Joseph Pulitzer 
and William Hearst) 

• DeLome Letter and Sinking of May-published Spanish minister’s letter that 
insulted McKinley, and USS Maine (Feb. 15) led to public support of War 

• US military- unprepared for full scale effort- but eventually got more effective 
and modernization of the US navy.  

• Territories- after US defeated Spain , faced with issues of captured Phillip, Puerto 
Rick, Isle of Pines , and Guam.- Anti-imperialist League: mark twain, WJ Bryan, 
Cleveland, David Jordam, Andrew Carnegie, Samuel Gompers. Supporters of 
colonialism (TR, Alfred Mahan, Haenry Cabot Lodge, McKinley. 

• Literature: Thorstein Veblen (Theory of the Leisure class) attacked predatory 
wealth and conpicucous consumption of the new rich in the gilded age.  

• Jacob Riis (how the other half lives)- poverty, illness of NY slums. Frank Norris 
(McTeague (dot eat dog society of unregulated capitalist competition and The 
Octopus condemned monopoly)) 

  
Foreign Policy 1897 1902 

• Decision of War-Senator Redfield Proctor (mission on March 17th revealed the 
poor situation in Cuba )-instability, threats of Americans, loss of markets, sinking 
of Maine 

• McKinley’s Ultimatum-march 27th, asked Spain to call an armistice and accept 
US mediation to end war and end use of concentration camps. 

• Teller Amendment – Declare war on April 21, objective to establish Cuban 
independence 

• Cuba- Victories at El Caney and San Juan Hill, Admiral Sampson’s N Atlantic 
Squardon destroyed Spanish fleet Santiago-capture Puerto Rico 

• Philippines -may 1st 1898, Spanish fleet destroyed in Manila and surrendered on 
August 13-peace conference to be held in Paris in October 1898 

• Treaty of Paris-Sec Of State William Day-led negotiating terms (secured Cuban 
independence, ceding of Philippines , Puerto Rico and Guam to US, 20 million for 
Philippines and ratified by Feb 6th 1900) 

• Philippines Insurrection- Emilio Aguinaldo rebelled against US when Philippines 
can not be given independence. –us used force to suppress the revolutionaries-
recommended eventual self government for the P Hawaii and Wake Island- 
Annexed Hawaii during war and claimed Wake Island 

• China-John Hay-fear beak up of China into separate spheres of influence- Open 
Door Notes (trade by all nation with equality) (1899), and the Sovereignty of 
Manchu gov of China (1900) –base in Philippines was able to protect American 
interests 
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• Boxer Rebellion (1900)- Chinese nationalists (boxer) went against the foreigners 
and the gov, but international army put down the rebellion 

• Platt Amendment (1901)- provided that Cuba become a virtual protectorate of US 
(although independent)-could not make treaties impairing independence, contract 
an excessive public debt-required us to preserve order on the island and naval 
base for 99 years at Guantanamo Bay 

• Hay-Pauncefote Treaty (1901)- Us and Britain abrogated the earlier agreements of 
Clayton-Bulwer Treaty 1850 to build jointly an isthmian canal. The us was free to 
construct fortify and maintain canal open to all ships 

• Insular Cases (1901-03)-constitutional rights did not extend to territorial 
possessions- the inhabitants of territories did not have the same rights as US 
people 

  
Theodore Roosevelt and Progressive Reform (1902-1907) 

• Bipartisan coalition of liberal reformers to restrain corporate monopoly and 
promote economic competition at home-square deal for all 

• Roosevelt ’s Anti-trust policy 1902- strict enforcement of the Sherman Anti Trust 
Act to break up monopolies that are illegal 

• Progressive Reform in the States- states created laws with political and economic 
regulatory standards. Rooting out political bosses, initiative and referendum, 
primary elections 

• Commission Form of Government (1903)- removed ineffective mayor and city 
council and established city government of 5 elected commissioners after 
Galveston hurricane.  

• State Leaders-state reformers Robert LaFollette ( Wisconsin ). Alber Cummins, 
Evans Hughes NY, James Cox Ohio , Hiram Johnson (CA). William Wren, 
Woodrow Wilson 

• City Reformers- John Mitchell and Tom Johnson and Newton Baker, Sam Jones, 
Soseph Folk. 

• Election of 1904—Dem: Alton Parker, Rep: TR (won) 
• Hepburn Act 1906-increase power of ICC (set own rates, have regulatory power 

over pipelines, bridges, and express companies. Require uniform system of 
accounting by regulated transportation companies. (this act and Elkins act (1903 
illegal for rebates)) 

• Pure Food and Drug Act(1906) prohibited fraudulently labeled foods and drugs in 
accordance with consumer demands 

• Meat Inspection Act (1906)-sanitary regulations and inspections in meat packing 
• Immunity of Witness Act- corporate officials could not make a plea of immunity 

to avoid testifying the cases dealing with their illegal activities.  
• Conservation Laws- federal irrigation projects, national parks and forests, develop 

water power (interstate Water Commission), National Conservation Commission 
(oversee resources)  

• Conservationists- withdrawal of land for sale, New lands Reclamation Bill 
(finance irrigation projects), establish Inland Waterways Commission, and White 
House Conservation Commission  
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• The Economy (1902-1907) 
• Anti Trust Policy- Attorney General PC. Kon- Northern Securities Company (RR 

holding corporation by JP morgan) and Standard Oil companies 
• Department of Commerce-a new cabinet position was created to address the 

growing concerns-Bureau of Corporation was empowered to investigate illegal 
corporations 

• Coal strike of 1902-TR brought about negotiations between United Mine Workers 
union and owners over wages conditions and recognition (first time the gov side 
with labor) 

• Panic of 1907-economic recession due to questionable bank speculations, lack of 
flexible monetary and credit policies, and a conservative gold standard.  

• St Louis World’s Fair- 1904 brought asian nations to promote foreign trade 
 
Social and Cultural Developments (1902 1907) 

• Progressive Reform-need for reform publicized by muckrakers (writers who 
exposed the corruption in gov, evil in business, and conditions of the city 

• -experiment with different types of city gov- city commission, city manager, 
home rule 

• -adoptions to improve gov-direct primary, direct election of senators, initiative, 
recall, referendum, secret ballot, graduated income tax, prohibition (18th), women 
suffrage (19th), regulation in big Business, greater protection for workers 
( equality in women and men-Oregon ten hour law), regulations of the food and 
drug, institutionalization of the conservation movement, an end to racial 
segregation (national association for the advancement of colored people), child 
labor laws, regulate stock market…etc 

• -Mucrakers: Lincoln Steffens “the Shame of the Cities”, McClure’s Collier’s 
Cosmopolitan and Everybody’s, Ida Tarbell “history of Standard Oil Company”, 
David Phillips “the treason of the senate”, Thomas Lawson “frenzied Finance”, 
John Spargo “the bitter cry of the children”, Ray Baker, Gustavus Myers…etc 

• Socialism-“looking Backwards” Pullman strike-creation of American Socialist 
Party (by debs)  

• The Industrial Workers of the World, Wobblies (radical and sought confrontation 
unlike other socialists) 

• Literature- have social message “ray baker-following the color line, The Jungle-
Upton Sinclair, the boss-Henry Lewis, the war of the classes-jack London. 

• Invention: The Wright brothers made the first piloted flight 
• Great Migration of AA out of the south due to :boll weevil, extreme weather, 

severe poverty from sharecropping system, fear of lynching, and refusal of white 
owners to hire 

 
Foreign Relations (1902 1907) 

• TR’s Big Stick Diplomacy 
• Panama Canal- TR used executive power to engineer the separation of Panama 

from Columbia.  
Hay-bunau-Varilla Treaty 1903 granted the US control of the Canal Zone in 
Panama  
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• Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine- right to intervene in the internal 
affairs of LA to keep European powers from using force to collect debts. 
(Intervened in Venezuela, Haiti, The Dominican Rep, Nicaragua, and Cuba by 
1905) 

• Rio De Janeiro Conference (1906)-de emphasize on US military and political 
intervention to promote political good will and economic trade in LA. (Move 
towards Dollar Diplomacy)  

• China- China boycotted in 1905 due to discrimination in US on Chinese, but 
repealed in 1906 with no significance change 

• Russo-Japanese War (1904 05)- Japan won and TR negotiated Treaty of 
Portsmouth 

• Taft-Katsura Memo- US and Japan pledged the open Door principles in China, 
Japan recognized American control over Philippines and the US granted a 
Japanese protectorate over Korea 

• Gentlemen’s Agreement- 1907, Japan agreed to restrict number of emigration of 
unskilled jap workers 

• Great White Fleet- 1907 show American strength to Japan and China (white naval 
fleet) 

• Algeciras Conference 1906- in Europe to guarantee equal opportunity to trade for 
Morocco.  

• Second Hague Conference- disarmament and creation of international court of 
justice, little done besides banning military force to collect foreign debt 

 
The Regulatory State and the Ordered Society 1907 1912 

• Key objective is to regulate big business while still preserving basic freedom for 
others 

• Election of 1908- Rep: Taft, ran for anti trust enforcement, environmental 
conservation and a lower tariff policy to promote international trade 

• Dem: WJ Bryans. Socialists: Debs, Taft won easily 
• Taft: fight trusts, and reconciliation conservatives and young progressive 

reformers 
• Anti Trust-Attorney General George Wickersham (44 indictment in anti trust suits)  
• Political Rift: unable to bring both wings together-led to Dem victory in 1912 
• The Anti Cannon Crusade: joined Dem to strip speaker Cannon of his power-Taft 

failed to align with progressives and Dem gained control of the house. 
• Ballinger-Pinchot Dispute- Progressive backed Pinchot accused of Ballinger 

giving away nation’s natural resources to private corporate interests, and special 
investigation found he did act in a manner contrary to the Environmental policies 
but nothing illegal-Taft push progressives even farther away.  

• Mann-Elins Act (1910)- extended regulatory function of ICC over cable, wireless 
companies, ICC power to begin its own court proceeding and suspend 
questionable rates, set up a separate but temporary commerce court to handle rate 
dispute cases.  

• Election of 1912: Progressive Part (bull Moose) created because TR couldn’t get 
Rep nomination, platform: “New Nationalism”- stricter regulation, creation of 
tariff commission, women suffrage, minimum wage and benefits… 
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prohibition…Fed trade Commission to regulate broader economy, more 
government planning and stronger executive 

• Rep: Taft retained control after challenges by Roosevelt and Robert LaFollette, 
platform- “quiet Confidence” continuation of his programs 

• Dem: dem convention worked out a compromise where WJ Bryan would give his 
support to Woodrow Wilson. “New Freedom”-Big business is moral evil (where 
progressive party thought it was necessary evil) , Wilson called for Breaking up 
corporations rather than just regulating them. Favoring independence for 
Philippines, exemption from prosecution of labor unions under Sherman Anti 
Trust Act. Supported lower tariffs, graduated income tax, banking reform and 
direct election of senators-after election conform more with those of TRs. (Wilson 
won)  

• Wilson presidency-Lowered Tariffs (Underwood-Simmon acts 1913) the 
graduated income tax, 17th amendment, Federal Reserve banking System 
(provided regulation and flexibility to monetary policy)  1913, Federal Trade 
Commission (investigate unfair business practice 1914), Clayton Anti Trust Act 
(improving old Sherman Act and protecting labor unions and farm cooperatives) – 
forbade interlocking directorates, holding companies for the purpose of creating 
monopolies, tying contracts, and price discrimination for the purpose of creating a 
monopoly 

 
The Economy 1907 1912 

• Panic of 1907 revealed weakness in US banking and Currency System  
• National Monetary Commission: Nelson Aldrich-basis of Fed Reserve system 

with a secure treasury reserve and branch banks to add and subtract currency from 
the monetary supply to accommodate the needs of the econ.  

• Payne-Aldrich Tariff 1909- lower the tariff, progressive reformers fly betrayed by 
special interest opposed to consumer price concern, political mistake to endorse 
by Wilson 

• Postal Saving Banks 1910- certain us post offices were authorized to receive 
deposits and pay interest.  

• New Battleship contract 1910-Bethlehem Steel Corporation to receive large 
contract to build battleships for Argentina (example of dollar diplomacy by Taft)  

• Anti Trust Proceedings- Taft ordered 90 legal proceedings broke up American 
Tobacco Trust 1911 and succeeded with Standard Oil  

• Canadian reciprocity- reciprocal trade agreement made between the 2 was 
repudiated due to fear of economic and political domination by the US 

• New Cabinet Posts-The department of commerce and labor divided 
• Automobiles-1913 Henry Ford automobile assembly line 
• Social and Cultural Developments 1907 1912 
• Social Programs- states led the way as public aid to mothers of dependent 

children 1911, and first minimum wage law. 
• Race and Ethic Attitudes- AA-National Urban League and the NAACP. W E B 

DU Bois (Niagara Movement-calling for Fed legislation to protect racial equality 
and full rights of citizenship)  
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• Booker T. Washington: Tuskegee Institute, worked for economic equality but not 
social or political equality, Atlanta Compromise 

• Du Bois: NAACP Niagara Movement, confrontation to achieve complete Equality, 
Crisis magazine 

• Garvey-Universal Negro Improvement Association, Back to Africa Movement, 
noted for Pan Africanism  

• Radical Labor: IWW violence and revolutionaries, Mother Mary Jones, Father 
Thomas Hagerty, Big Bill Haywood, after the Red Scare, led to the destruction of 
party and deportation of its immigrant leaders and workers.  

• White Slave Trade- Mann Act- fed crime for interstate prostitution 
• Literature-self confidence by political reformer, writers were optimistic in their 

realism 
• Motion Picture-Hollywood center of film production- 
• Science-X ray was developed by William Coolidge 1913. 
• Liquid rocket fuel by Robert Goddard 1909, Plastics (Arthur little 1909 and 

synthetic fiber-ex Rayon- by Leo Baekeland 1909) Diesel engine in submarines 
(Adolphus Busch)  

 
Foreign Relations 1907 1912 

• Expansion of American International interest 
• Dollar Diplomacy- raft avoid military intervention by replacing big stick, hoping 

American financial investments would encourage economic social and political 
stability.  

• Mexican Revolution 1910- Madero overthrew Diaz- feared national interference 
with their investments, recognized Madero’s gov but station troops. 1913 Huerta 
overthrew him, and Wilson urged Huerta to hold democratic elections and adopt a 
constitutional gov, when Huerta refused, Wilson invaded Mexico in Vera Cruz 
1914. WWI stopped the invasion 

• Latin American Interventions- LA division of the state department to promote 
better relations. US kept military in DR Haiti and intervened militarily in 
Nicaragua 1911 to quite fears of revolution  

• Arbitration Treaties- Taft promoted this as an alternative to war in LA and Asia 
• Lodge Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine-when jap syndicate moved to purchase a 

land in Mexico’s lower cali, lodge introduced a resolution to block the Japanese 
investment-corollary went further to exclude non European powers from Western 
Hemisphere 

• Bryan’s arbitration treaties-promote arbitration/negotiations in Latin America to 
settle disputes 

• Root-Takahira Agreement 1908- reiterated the status quo In Asia established by 
US and Japan by the Taft-Katsura Memo 1905 

• China Consortium 1909- state department demanded entry into an international 
banking association with B F and G to build RR in China-Wilson withdrew 1913 
as revolution in china got worse 

• Manchuria- Taft and Knox attempted to force the sale of jap and Russian RR 
interest to American investment interest, when this failed Knox moved to build a 
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competing RR, (Chinese refused to approve and J and R grew more suspicious of 
US)  

• Chinese Revolution 1911- destabilized china and its market potential for investors 
 
Wilson and World War I 
 

• Implementing the New Freedom 
• Appointed WJ Bryan as sec of state and William McAdoo as sec of Treasury  
• Appeared in front of the Dem Dominated Congress to propose his plan-reduction 

in tariff, reform of national banking and currency laws, and improvements in 
antitrust laws-Underwood-Simmons tariff Act-graduated income tax 

• The Federal Reserve Act of 1913- Rep wanted large central bank controlled b rive 
banks, but dem wanted reserve system and currency owned and controlled y the 
government- compromise measure (12 region with a fed reserve bank in each 
region. Commercial banks in the region owned the fed res. Bank by purchasing 
stock-national banks were required to join while states ones were invited to join.) 
Held gold reserves, loaned money to member banks by rediscounting their 
agricultural paper-money loaned at interest less than the public paid to the 
member banks- allow fed res to control interest  

• Federal Reserve notes, back 60% by paper and 40 by gold-expand and contract 
with the volume of business activity and borrowing-system supervised by fed res 
board. 

• The Clayton Anti trust Act stock ownership- by corporation in a competing 
corporation was prohibited. (same person could not manage competing 
corporations), officers of corp. could be held personally responsible for violations, 
labor unions and agricultural organizations were not to be considered 
combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade. Fed Trade Commission act of 
1814-empowered to cease and desist orders to corp. To stop action considered to 
be in restraint of trade, and to bring suit in courts if orders were not complied.  

• All these acts besides Fed Trade Commission was New Freedom. The last one is 
new nationalism  

 
The Triumph of New Nationalism 

• Wilson and dem abandoned most of their limited government and states' rights 
position to win support of progressives- program of broad economic and social 
reform 

• The Brandeis Appointment 1916-adoptino of the new program was the 
appointment of Louis Brandeis (principal advocate of social justice in the nation) 

• Fed Farm Loan Act of 1916-12 region fed banks made farm mortgage loans at 
reasonable interest rates  

• The Child Labor Act of 1916-forbade shipment in interstate commerce of 
products that involved child labor under 14 or 16 depending on the product.-
important because it’s the first time congress regulated labor within a state using 
interstate commerce-declared unconstitutional by SC in 1918 since it interfered 
with power of states 
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• The adamson Act of 1916- 8 hour work day for workers on RR averted RR strike 
in 1916 

• The Kerr-McKilicuddy Act of 1916- program of workmen’s compensation for fed 
employees 

 
• The Election of 1916-dem-Wilson-continued programs and neutrality in the 

European War-Rep: Charles Evans Hughes attack progressive reforms- 
inefficiency in Dem. Wilson won and dem control house by a little 

 
Social Issues in the First Wilson Administration 

• Blacks-segregated workers without objection from Wilson, William Trotter led a 
protest to Washington and clashed with Wilson-no segregation in gov agencies 
was initiated 

• Women-National American Woman Suffrage Association-at first opposed fed 
woman suffrage amendment (some states had it), but later supported it 

• Immigration: Wilson opposed immigration restriction- vetoed literacy test for 
immigrants in 1915 but congress overrode in 1917 

 
Wilson’s foreign Policy and the road to war 

• Wilson Basic Premise- more moral foreign policy denouncing imperialism and 
dollar diplomacy-advocate advancement of democratic capitalist governments 
everywhere 

• Conciliation Treaties- bryan negotiated with 29 nations under which they agreed 
to submit disputes to international commissions for conciliation not arbitration. 
Cooling off period, before nation would resort to war.-no practicality but 
illustrated the idealism  

• Dollar Diplomacy-went against it by withdrawing 6 power loan consortium of 
China 

• Japan- in 1913 passage of cali law that prohibit land ownership by Japanese 
aliens- 1915 diplomatic pressure made japan back off from its 21 demands on 
china, but 1917 Lansing-Ishii agreement was signed (j recognized open door and 
US recognize J’s special interest) 

• The Caribbean-protect panama canal by maintaining stability.-wilson became 
interventionist 

• 1912 sent marines to Nicaragua (treaty of Brtan-Charmorro 1914 gave US option 
to build canal) but never ratified by senate – protectorate 

• Haiti-sent troops-protectorate 
• 1916-sent marines in DR to stop civil war established military gov 
• Fear Germany would annex Denmark and its Virgin islands- 1915 US purchased 

it 
• Mexico – refused to recognize Huerta- power to Carranza, opposed by Pancho 

Villa, Carranza asked US to capture Villa, but troops occupied the place without 
finding him-clash with troops-threats of war, but US withdrew 

• Pan American Mediation 1914-medation of the problem inside Mexico and with 
US, and Wilson withdrew troops. Blaine wanted to replace Monroe Doctrine with 
Multilateral Pan American policy- but Wilson refused 
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The Road to War 

• American Neutrality-when war broke out, Wilson issued a proclamation of 
American Neurality on august 4th 1914.US became major supplier of Allied 
munition food and raw materials, although GB blocked trade between Central and 
US, us only diplomatic protested 

• The Submarine Crisis 1915-germans began using subs in 1915, announced a sub 
blockage of the allies on feb 4th and started attacking unarmed GB ships. US 
argued they had a right for such use of ships, since they had to evacuate the ships 
before sinking it. However, the sinking of Lousitana on may 7th 1915 Wilson had 
strong protests.-sinking of the Arabic, the Germans gave the Arabic pledge to stop 
attacks on unarmed passenger vessels.  

• Gore-McLemore Resolution-prohibit American travel on armed ships or ships 
carrying ammunition- but defeated in both house 

• The Sussex pledge- stop all attack on shipping, but threaten to resume if GB 
didn’t stop violating international law 

• The House-Grey memorandum- Wilson call a peace conference and if German 
didn’t attend then US declare war on them. 1916 

• The election of 1916- Wilson won “he kept us out of war” 
• Wilson Final Peace efforts- German called for peace conference without Wilson- 

Wilson made his last offer to serve as neutral mediator (peace without victory 
base on community of power) 

• Unlimited Submarine Warfare-jan 31 1917- Germans announced the sick all ships 
in a large war zone. Wilson broke diplomatic relations with Germany 

• The Zimmerman Note-Germany to Mexico urging them to attack US-Popular 
support 

• The Declaration of War- declaration of war against Germany April 6th 
• Wilson’s Reason: Zimmerman telegram, armed neutrality, democratic gov by 

Russia is more acceptable as an ally, hasten the end of the war and insure for itself 
a major role in designing lasting peace. 

 
World War I: Military Campaign  

• Raising army: Selective Service Act may 18th 1917-compromised by outlawing 
the sale of liquor In or near military camps secured the passage of this law 

• Women and Minorities- discriminated against and only were in segregated units, 
but some still saw battle and some became officer. Women were clerks in the Nvy 
or Signal Corps of the Army, and Nurses 

• The War at Sea: German hopes of victory were in the destruction of allied 
supplies. US navy furnished destroyers to fight the submarines and eventually 
(after opposing from GB) began the Convoy System 

• The American Expeditionary Force: General J Pershing led this. AEF increased 
over time to aid French. Pershing resisted amalgamate/merge of troops 

• Major Military engagement: arrived in France and assigned near Verdun, role 
became significant as number increased. Fought off major German drive toward 
Paris, in June prevented Germans from crossing. Aided French troops in attacking 
the German line. Fighting ended with the Armistice on Nov 11 1918 
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• French applauded AA troops 
 
Mobilizing the Home Front 

• Industry: The Council of National Defense established to coordinate industrial 
mobilization. Created the War Industries Board to control raw materials, 
production, prices and labor relations.  

• Wilson Emergency powers were reinforced by the Overman Act of may 1918 
• Appointed Bernard Baruch to head the WIB that allocated raw materials, 

standardized manufactured products, sick production and purchasing control 
• Food: the Lever Act of 1917-gave president broad control over the production 

price and distribution of food and fuel (since it had to supply its own and GB F 
foods)- up farm income, and Wilson appointed Hoover for the Food 
administration that stressed “voluntary” action for food ration 

• Fuel: the Fuel Admin. Under Harry Garfield- coal production and conservation- 
also stressed voluntary ration 

• RR-RR administration to take over and operate all the RR in the nation as one 
system-gov paid rent for the use of the RR 

• Maritime Shipping-US shipping board established 1917, and creased Emergency 
Fleet Corporation (buy build or lease and operate merchant ships for war time 
effort. 

• Labor: War Labor Board to prevent war time work stoppages in war industry. 
Prohibited strikes but encourage higher wages, 8 hour day and unionization 

• War Finance and Taxation- Liberty Bonds (money for War), raised taxation (The 
Revenue Act of 1918-raised personal income tax)  

• The Committee on Public Information- George Creel, successful system of 
voluntary censorship of press, propaganda for support of war-Liberty Leagues 

• War Hysteria- American Protective League-voluntary organization to support war 
(anti German)  

• The Espionage 1917  and sedition acts- provided for fines and imprisonment for 
person who made false statements which aided the enemy incited rebellion or 
obstructed recruitment or the draft. Excluded mail that advocated treason. 
Sedition act of 1918, forbade criticism of US, extend exclusion of mail. Trampled 
on civil liberties. Debs and Goldstein (the sprit of 76) were jailed. Espionage 
upheld by SC ( Shenk v US 1919) and Sedition act ( Abram v US)  

 
War time social trends 

• Women-during war, women replaced a lot of males and were having more 
opportunities, but after the war they retuned to their Traditional women’s job. 
(Wilson supported suffrage but was defeated in senate but passed in house) 

• Racial Minorities-labor shortage opened up jobs to minorities, created race riots, 
Great migration to the north for job opportunity.  

• Prohibition-stressed military people to be sober, depict Germans as beer drinker. 
Prohibition amendment passed by congress and sent to states for ratification.  

 
Peacemaking and Domestic Problems (1918-1920) 
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• 14 points- peace without victory (for lasting peace). First 5, open peace treaties, 
freedom of seas, free trade, arms reduction, and a fair adjustment of colonial 
claims. 8 points: national aspirtatoins of European peoples and adjustmen t of 
boundaries. The 14th point: a general association of nation to preserve the peace. 
Europe opposed because they want to punish Germany and US opposed fear of 
involvement 

• The election of 1918- Wilson’s statement for a democratic congress undermined 
him and rep still had control of the congress 

• The Armistice- German chancellor prince Max Baden asked Wilson to begin 
peace negotiation, but Wilson insisted Germans must evacuate Belgium and 
France and form a civilian government. (representatives of the New government 
signed Armistice on nov 11 1918)  

• The Versailles or Paris Peace Conference- Wilson led American delegation to the 
peace conference on jan 12 1919. Lansing and Bliss, Edward House, and Henry 
White. Didn’t appoint any republicans and didn’t consult the republican 
leadership in the senate about the negotiations.  
Big 4-  David Lloyd George of GB, Georges Clemenceau F, Vittorio Orlando 
Italy. 

• The Soviet Influence- wasn’t represented in the peace conference. Following 
Communist revolution of 1917, it made a separate peace with Germany 1918. US 
GB and F sent troops that helped Russian Anti- Bolsheviks. Assists Czech army 
escaping by crossing Russia. Wilson feared Russian communism 

• Important provisions of the Versailles Treaty- failed to se cure freedom of sea 
trade and reduction of arms, or the return of Russia to the society of free nations.  

• The league of nation was formed-article X of the charter called on all members to 
protect the political independence of other members 

• Germany was held responsible- pay allies for all civilian damage and veterans 
cost (33 billion) Germany reduce arms 

• New nations of Yugoslavia, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Lithuania 
Latvia, Estonia, Finland- self-determination but left people of different 
nationalities under the control of other nationalities 

• German colonies were given in trusteeship of France Japan and Britain and its 
Dominions 

• Germany and the signing of the treaty- june 28th 1919 after protesting 
• The senate and the treaty- Wilson obtained some changes in the League structure 

to exempt the Monroe doctrine and domestic matters from league jurisdictions, 
and with this change it was ratified. (however, some senators didn’t want to be 
part of the league due to entanglement by article X – led by Henry Lodge) 

• Wilson and the Senate- went around for support of the league, but got sick-then 
urged the dem to not vote for the treaty with the reservations. Treaty failed 

• The treaty failed again because Wilson was unwilling to compromise with Lodge- 
then the US officially ended the war with Germany by a resolution of Congress 
(july 2 1921) and separate peace treaty (july 25) the US did not join the league 

• Consequence of the War- planted the seeds of WWII because of reparations. 
Russia-communist, European nations went into decline, and eventually the 
economic problems contributed to the crash of 1929 and great depression.  
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Domestic problems and the end of the Wilson Admin 

• Demobilization-AEF discharged, veterans Bureau founded relief, hospitals, and 
food supplies for Europe. Wartime agencies disbanded.  

• Esch-Cummings or Transportation Act of 1920-return ownership of RR. Extend 
ICC, the fleets and ships accumulated by the Shipping Board was sold to private 
owners at low prices 

• Final Reforms of the progressive era- 18th amendment prohibiting manufacture, 
sale, transportation, and importation of intoxicating liquors became effective in 
1920 (19th) 

• The Postwar economy- economy boomed, consumers had money from high 
wages during the war, and the European demand of food and products-rapid 
inflation and rising prices 

• Strikes-at first they had gains so they kept going, however, because fear of 
communists, the public opinion shifted against the workers. Jan 1919 shipyard 
strike for higher pay- condemned and fed gov sent marines 

• Boston police struck for the right to unionize-Coolidge called out National Guard 
(public safety first) – police fired and new forces recruited.  

• American Fed of Labor-steel strike (Judge H Gary head of Us Steel refused to 
negotiate and workers struck- use of fed and state troops and strike was broken)  

• The United Mine Worker (under john Lewis) truck for shorter hours and high 
wages-Mitchell Palmer obtained injunction and the union called off the strike 
(later got wage increase) 

• The Red Scare-fear of communism and the widespread strikes of 1919 (linked 
together) Americans thought  IWW, foreign persons, radicals were all 
communists. Anti German hysteria became anti communists and anti foreign. 

• The Palmer Raid-Attorney General Mitchell Palmer-Edgar Hoover head of a new 
intelligence division of the justice department to collect info about radicals. 
Arrested many people mostly anarchists and deported 43 of them. And 556 more 
were deported. Palmer then announced that huge communist riots were planned 
for major cities on May Day, but it never happened (discredited him and red scare 
subsided) 

• The Race Riots of 1919- blacks migrated from south to industrial cities to find 
employment, after the war, white hostility based on competition for lower paid 
jobs and black encroachment led to race riots. The Chicago riot in July was the 
worst-fear of resuming black veterans in the south led to an increase of lynching.  

 
The Roaring 20s 

• The election of 1920-Wilson Admin blamed for civil liberties abuses, league of 
nations, and strikes and inflation 

• The Rep-Warren G Haring (Dark Horse candidate)-opposed league, low taxes 
high tariffs immigration restriction and aid to farmers 

• Dem: James Cox, endorsed the league but considered some reservation.  
• Harding won because he appealed to those who lost support for dems 
• The recession- recession from mid 1920s to 1921, due to Europe returned to 

normal, reduced its purchase and domestic demand went down 
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• Prosperity-overall economy was strong besides agriculture, manufacturing output 
increased duh to improved machines, electric power, moving assembly line, 
scientific management, research for reduce production costs, improved products, 
and utilization of by products.  

• The Automobile-driving force of the economy, stimulated supporting industries 
(steel, rubber and glass), more construction of roads- Federal Highway Act, 
started the fed highway system 

• Other leading industries-electrical industry (demand of power) chemicals and 
printing, movie industry, radio and commercial aviation 

• Consumer credit and advertising- unlike previous times where investments were 
in RR and factories, investments now were on big items (fridge, cars-made 
possible by installment or time payment credit.) consumer interest and demand 
increased by advertising 

• The dominance of big business-FTC and ICC loosened up  
• Banking and Finance- consolidation in banking, growth in banks, demand for 

business loan decreased (money came from selling bonds),so they put their money 
towards real estate loans and brokers against stocks and bonds, and purchase of 
stocks and bonds themselves 

• Labor- The National Association of Manufacturers began the drive to return to 
open shops and nonunion workplace by providing job satisfaction or company 
unions. – Unions began to lose power (AFL nonaggressive, United Mine Workers 
of America too violent)  

• The Farm problem-farm prices fell due to European’s lack of demand 
 
The American Society in the 1920s 

• Population-grow very little and insignificantly, birthrate was low as well 
• Urbanization-People moved towards the city, and the growth of the suburbs- 

streetcars, commuter RR and cars contributed to the process of growth.  
• Standard of living-improved by technology and urbanization-indoor plumbing, 

central heating, radio, cars added to entertainment. 
• The sexual revolution-traditional American moral standards regarding premarital 

sex were questioned. Sigmund Freud (advocated promiscuity) more movies and 
novels were more sexual. “Flaming Youth and Jazz Age” dancing, partying, 
music, drinking. Flappers, young independent women. Birth control was 
advocated by Margaret Sanger.  

• Women-divorce laws were liberalized, could smoke and wear less clothes, 
immigrant and black women worked, and women were paid less 

• Blacks-hold low paying jobs, Harlem (NYC urban community for blacks-writers 
musicians) Jazz and blues-Dubois called for integration 

• Marcus Garvey and the UNIA-Universal Negro Improvement Association in 
1914- black racial pride and separatism and return to Africa. founded a chain of 
business. 

• Mexicans and Puerto Ricans-held low paying jobs in the city. (poor 
neighborhoods-barrio) 1920s the first large wave of PRs into cities as 
manufactures, service industries, and domestic servants 
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• Education-free elementary education to all besides black children, Smith-Hughes 
Act f 1917 gave fed funds for agricultural and technical studies- more high school 
studies as well 

• Religion-church numbers grew, but there was division between north and south, 
and modernists and fundamentalists 

• Popular Culture-entertainment shifted to commercial profit making actives. 
Movies, “the Jazz Singer”, sports, Golden age of major league baseball. (Babe 
Ruth, boxing jack Dempsey) College football, professional football, commercial 
radio, National network broadcasting (national broadcasting company), popular 
magazines and books 

• Literary trends- disgusted with the hypocrisy and materialism of contemporary 
American society and expressed concerns. (lost Generation)- Ernest Hemingway 
(the sun also rises, a farewell to arms), Fitzgerald (Great Gatsby), Sinclair Lewis 
(Babbitt) Thomas Wolfe (Look Homeward, Angel) 

 
Social Conflicts 

• Traditionalists, rural urban conflict, traditionalist backlash against modern urban 
industrial society expressed through intolerance.  

• KKK- William j Simmons. Intimidate blacks used modern advertising to recruit 
members, (hired Edward Clark and Elizabeth Tyler) nativism, protestant 
supremacy, against bootleggers drunkards, gambles, for violating traditional 
standards. –decline after scandals of (murder of Indiana grand dragon David 
Stephenson)-staunch opposition of courageous editors, politicians, and public 
figures.  

• Immigration Restriction-literacy test for immigrants and excluded Asian 
nationalities 

• Emergency quota act- limited immigration by nation to 3 percent of the number of 
foreign born persons from that nation in the US in 1910 

• National Origins act, set the quotas at 2 percent and excluded all Asians and 
imposed an annual maximum 

• Immigration from western hemisphere wasn’t limited 
• Prohibition- Volstead Act (light beer included), Speakeasies, Al Capone, anti 

saloon league 
• Scopes Trial-fundamentalist protestants (WJ Bryan) tried to prohibit the teaching 

of evolution to protect bible- The American civil liberties, Scopes was fined and 
tried in Dayton Tennessee. And WJB died after the trial  

• Sacco and Vanzetti- Judge Webster Thayer favored the prosecution because of 
political radicalism of the defendants.-protests due to unfair trial-vindicated by 
Governor Michael Dukakis after 60 years of their execution  

 
Government and Politics in the 1920s (Harding) 

• Economically conservative, return to normalcy 
• Tax reduction-  encourage investment, the Revenue Act of 1921 and 1924 cut 

maximum tax rates to 50 and then 40 percent. But inheritance and corporate 
income tax were the same 
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• The Fordney-McCumber Tariff- compromise with the farmers, high rates on farm 
products and infant industries, farm equipment duty free 

• The Budget-Budget and Accounting Act of 1921-had a unified budget, provided a 
director of the budget to assist in its preparation, and controller general to audit 
accounts. 

• Harding scandals-Teapot Dome-Albert Fall in 1921 secured the transfer of several 
naval oil reserves to his jurisdiction, secretly leased them to Harris Sinclair and 
Elk Hills 

• Charles Forbes-stolen 250 million bureau funds from Veteran Bureau 
• Attorney General Daughetty-bribes for protection and returning American Metal 

Company (which was seized by the gov during war) to German owners 
• Harding died 1923 after a tour 
• Coolidge becomes president 
• Election of 1924-Rep-Coolidge-business development, low taxes, rigid econ-

Dem-John W Davis-lower tariff and similar ideas to rep 
• Progressives-Robert LaFollette (didn’t have rep nomination) formed the 

progressive party-support from farm groups, socialists, and AFL.-attacked 
monopolies, nationalization of RR and direct election of the presidents 

 
Coolidge Administration 

• Inactivity could actually solve the problems 
• MrNary Haugen Bill- George peek and Hugh S Johnson developed a plan to raise 

price for basic farm products.  
• Muscle Shoals- George Noriss led a plan to lease the property to private owners, 

but vetoed by Coolidge- the place became the nucleus of the Tennessee Valley 
Authority  

• Veteran Bonus- vet of WWI 20 year endowment policies with value based on 
their length of service passed  

• The Revenue Act of 1926-reduced income tax, cut surtax abolished gift tax and 
cut estate tax in half 

• Election of 1928- rep-Herbert Hoover- same policies as the past 2 administration 
Dem- Alfred Smith (catholic and anti prohibitionist)- advocated lower tariffs-
Hoover won 

 
Foreign Policy in the 20s 

• The Washington Conference- Charles Hughes invited GB US F italy japan, china, 
Belgium, Netherlands and Portugal to meet in Washington to discuss naval 
limitations and Asian affairs.  

• The Five Power Pact- 1922 US B J F I to end new construction of capital naval 
vessels to scrap some ships and maintain the ratio of 5 5 3 1.67 1.67 

• The Nine Power Pact-open door in china to respect the sovereignty independence 
and integrity of china 

• The Four power pact- US GB J and F to respect other’s possessions in the pacific 
• War Debts, reparations and international finance- insisted full repayment of all the 

loans, and loaned money to Germany to repay allied which were to pay US. 
Dawes Plan 
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• The Kellogg- Briand Pact- treaty to outlaw war, outlawed aggression not self 
defense and had no enforcement provisions 

• LA- investments doubled, and Coolidge returned marines in Nicaragua, but a 
revolution erupted and the marines were sent back- revolutionary Sandino fought 
against marines until the Somoza family ruled Nicaragua-then Sandistas in 1979 
took over  

 
Stock market crash 

• Hoover- believed an associative economic system with voluntary cooperation of 
business and government would enable the US to abolish poverty 

• Stock market at first boomed so a lot of people bought it, however it crashed on 
October 1929 as investors sold them for high prices (black Thursday 10 24 1929) 
investment banks tried to boost the market by buying, then followed depression 

 
The Great Depression 

• Reasons- not just because of the stock market crash-bought stock on margin (loan 
90% of purchase through a broker’s loan and put the stock as collateral), forced 
sale brought greater loss to the banks and business.-farm economy depressed, coal 
RR and textile no longer prospered (unemployment)-underconsumption, due to 
consumer credit (not enough money to pay) reduced purchasing power after the 
crash, less money for foreign loans brought fewer imported goods, foreign people 
were not able to repay debts to US, and us export dropped-US depression spread 
to the world 

• Economic effects- most people thought it was going to be short, but all the 
production, exports dropped 

• The Human Dimension of the Depression- marriage and birth rate dropped, 
people lost their property, lived in shacks called hoovervilles.  

 
Hoover Depression policies 

• The Agricultural Marketing Act-passed before crash, and created Fed Farm Board 
that lend money to agricultural corp. and helped keep farm $ up 

• The Hawley-Smoot Tariff- raised duties on agricultural and manufactured imports.  
• Voluntarism- voluntary cooperation – business leaders not to lay off workers and 

no strikes from laborers and charities 
• Public Works- appropriated 750 million for public building river and harbor 

improvements and highway construction to stimulate employment 
• The Reconstruction Finance Corp. - could loan RR banks and other financial 

institutions, prevented the failure of basic firms, but was criticized as relief for the 
rich only  

• The Fed Home Loan Bank Act- created home loan banks to make loans to 
building, saving banks, insurance companies and loan associations to avoid 
foreclosures on homes.  

• Relief- opposed the use of fed funds for relief for the needy, vetoed Garner-
Wagner Bill (funds for relief)  
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• The Bonus Army- Bonus Expeditionary Force marched to Washington who were 
unemployed to ask for their bonus (which were not suppose to be paid until 1945) 
– refusal to live led to summon army by Gen MacAuthor to remove them 

• The Farm Holiday Association-Milo Reno called a farm strike- try to raise farm 
prices, led to violence and strike collapsed.  

• The election of 1932- Rep: Hoover and continue his policies, Dem: FDR, new 
deal for the American people-repeal of prohibition, gov aid for the unemployed 
and fed budget cut 

• Election- dem won and majority in senate 
 
The First New Deal 

• Brain Trust- unofficial advisers are more influential than cabinet 
• New Deal Program- didn’t have a developed plan of action, experimental. 
• Repeal of prohibition- 21st amendment to appeal prohibition  
• Banking Crisis-banks could not collect their loans or meet the demands of 

their depositors for withdrawals- banks were closed by state governments 
• The hundred days and the first new deal- special session passed a great body 

of legislation (hundred days)-closed all banks, forbade the export of gold or 
the redemption of currency in gold.  

• Economic legislation of the 100days-emergency banking relief act- additional 
funds for banks from RFC and the Fed reserve, allowed treasury to open 
sound banks  

• Banking Act of 1933- glass steagall act fed deposit insurance company to 
insure individuals’ deposits in commercial banks and separated commercial 
banking from speculating ones 

• Truth in Securities Act- full info about stocks and bonds provided by brokers 
and potential purchasers 

• The Home Owners Loan Corp.-borrow money to refinance home mortgages 
and prevent foreclosure 

• Went off gold standard-the devaluation was to raise prices and help American 
exports 

• Securities and exchange commission-supervise exchanges and to punish fraud 
in securities trading 

• Fed Housing Administration insures long-term low interest mortgages for 
home construction and repair  

• Fed Emergency Relief Act-500 mil to aid the poor distributed by state and 
local gov 

• Fed Emergency Relief Admin under Harry Hopkins 
• The Civilian Conservation Corps-young men from families on relief to work-

provide employment 
• The Public Works Administration-state and local building project fund (create 

construction job) 
• The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933- AA admin, (George Peek) return 

farm prices to prior times, farmers agreed to reduce production and were paid 
a subsidy instead. Unconstitutional on the grounds that the processing tax was 
not constitutional 
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• Fed Farm Loan Act- all farm credit programs in to the Farm Credit Admin to 
make low interest loans for farmers 

• The Commodity Credit-loans to corn and cotton farmers against their crops so 
that they could hold them for higher prices 

• The Frazier-Lemke Farm Bankruptcy Act- defer foreclosure while they 
obtained new financing 

• The National Industrial Recovery Act- stabilize the econ by preventing 
extreme competition, labor management conflicts and over production. Drew 
a code for that industry which set min price wage and max work hours 
production limits and quotas  

• Anti trust laws were temporarily suspended.  
• National Recovery Admin-Hugh Johnson to enforce law and generate public 

enthusiasm for it. Law –unconstitutional in Schechter V US on the grounds 
that congress had delegated legislative authority to the code makers 

• The Tennessee Valley Authority- stop flooding soil erosion, improve 
navigation and generate hydroelectric power. Used t as yardstick to gauge 
rates charged by private utilities controversial 

• Effects-improved but far from recovered 
• Criticism- Conservative (right) doing too much and Liberals (left) doing too 

little 
• Favored the wealthy-sharecroppers were left behind  
• American liberty League 1934 by conservatives to defend business interest 

and promote open shop 
• Old age revolving pension-give money to retired people to increase $ 

circulation 
• The Share Our Wealth Society (senator Huey Long) confiscation of all 

fortunes over 5 million dollars and a tax of 100% on annual incomes over $1m 
• The National Union for Social Justice- inflationary currency 

 
The second New Deal 

• WPA- worker Progress Admin- following Emergency relief Appropriations Act, 
headed by Harry Hopkins, employed people on relief for 20 hours a week, built 
roads and streets, schools hospitals, parks, airports…etc 

• The National Youth Admin-provide part time jobs to students to help them stay in 
school 

• The Rural Electrification administration-loans and WPA labor to electric coop to 
build lines into rural areas 

• The Resettlement Admin-relocated destitute families to new homestead 
communities 

• The National Labor Relations or Wagner’s Act-reaffirmed labors rights to 
unionize, prohibited unfair labor practice and created the National Labor 
Relations Board 

• The Social Securities Act- retirement plan for over 65 based on tax on wages 
• The Banking Act of 1935-strong central Board of governors of the Fed Reserve 

system with broad powers over the operations of the regional banks 
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• The Public Utility Holding Company-Wheeler Rayburn Act- restrict utility 
holding companies and to eliminate duplicate holding companies. 

• The Revenue Act of 1935-increased income taxes on higher incomes, inheritance 
large gift and capital gains taxes 

• The Motor Carrier Act of 1935-extend regulatory power of ICC to cover interstate 
trucking lines 

 
The election of 1936 

• Dem: FDR-expanded farm program, labor legislations, more rural electrification 
and public housing. 

• Rep: Alfred London-criticized new deal 
• Union Party-William Lemke nominated, and founded by Charles Coughlin 
• Roosevelt won 
• The new Deal Coalition-blacks shifted to the dem party  

 
The last years of New Deal 

• Court packing-decided to curb the power of the court (frustrated with the 
conservative SC). He overestimated his own political power and it hurt his 
support. 

• Judicial Reorganization Bill-president can appoint judges if they didn’t retire by 
70.5 years old-lost control of the congress too 

• The recession of 1937 1938- 1935-7 had recovered national product and 
unemployment fell. Budget deficit fell as well. However it slipped a little but it 
recovered soon, after emergency appropriation for WPA 

• Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenancy Act- created Farm Security Admin to replace the 
Resettlement Admin.-continued homestead projects and loaned money to farmers. 

• The National Housing or Wagner-steagall Act- established US Housing Authority 
borrows or lend to local agencies for public housing projects 

• The Second AA Act funds for soil conservation payments to farmers, who would 
remove land from production, impose market quotas and prevent surpluses 

• The Fair Labor Standards Act-Minimum wage law, 25 cents an hour, and a 
gradual reduction to a work week of 40 hours. (Products made by 16 or younger 
can not be shipped)  

 
Social Dimensions of the New Deal Era 

• Blacks-discriminated against, but Eleanor Roosevelt and others advocated for 
Civil Rights. (sharecroppers were severely hurt during the AAA), Mary Bethune 
was the Director of Negro Affairs for the NYA and a member of Roosevelt’s 
informal advisory body known as the Black Cabinet  

• Native Americans-John Collier repeal Dawes Act and pass Indian Reorganization 
act of 1934 restored tribal ownership and recognized their constitution and gov, 
loans for their development and secure creation of Indian Emergency 
Conservation programs 

• Mexican Americans- population dropped since whites started to replace their jobs 
• Women-more burdensome to stretch their budget during this time  
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Labor Unions 
• National Industrial Recovery Act gave unions hope since section 7a guaranteed 

right to unionize  
• CIO- John Lewis at first was part of the AFL, but CIO sought to unionize basic 

industries, and later became independent-Congress of Industrial Organization 
(industrial union) 

• The Growth of the CIO-sit down strikes, GM plant in Michigan (union sought 
recognition)-GM recognized United Auto Workers 

 
Cultural Trends of the 1930s 

• Literary development-John Steinbeck (the Grapes of Wrath), some writers turned 
to communism 

• Popular Culture-Radio, movies escape from reality, musicals, , popular music 
(swing) Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, AA and Jazz, Comic strips (superman 
Tarzan)  

 
New Deal Diplomacy and the road to war 

• The good neighbor policy- improve relationships with LA and formalize their 
position by calling it this 

• Nonintervention-Montevideo conference of American nations America renounced 
the right of intervention-pulled out troops in countries and agreed to submit all 
American disputes to arbitration- Haitian protectorate treaty expired, treaties all 
made to nonintervention 

• Cuba- US abrogated Platt Amendment rights except of the Guantanamo Naval 
Base. (also backed Fulgencio Batista in the revolution to overthrow San Martin) 

• Mexico- Lazaro Cardenas began to expropriate American property but us still 
didn’t intervene only compensations were asked 

• The London Economic Conference-failed to obtain tariff reduction and 
stabilization of the currency because of US lack of support 

• In an effort to open trade with Russia, mutual recognition was negotiated but 
didn’t help 

• The Tydings-Mcduffie Act forced the Philippines to become independent rather 
than granting dominion status which the Filipinos asked 

• Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act-Cordell Hull, allowed president to negotiate 
agreements which could vary tariff rates. 

 
US neutrality legislation  

• Isolationism 
• The Johnson Act of 1934- prohibited any nation that stopped payment on WWI 

debts to the US from selling securities to American citizen or corp.  
• The Neutrality act of 1935-on outbreak of war between foreign nations, all 

exports of American arms and munitions to them would be embargoed for 6 
months, American ships and people cant travel on belligerent ships.  

• 1936-president authority to determine when a state of war existed and prohibit 
any loans or credits to these 
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• 1937-prohibited arms sales and allowed he cash and carry sale of nonmilitary 
goods to belligerents  

 
Threats to world order 

• Manchurian Crisis-Japan took Chinese province, and people refused to sanction 
them 

• Ethiopia- Italian fascist dictator Benito Mussolini invaded Ethiopia, and League 
of nations didn’t take effective action and US avoided it  

• Occupation of the Rhineland- in defiance of the treaty of Versailles, Hitler sent 
his German army into the demilitarized Rhineland 

• The Rome Berlin Axis- Germany and Italian formed an alliance called this on 
1936 

• The Sino Japanese War-full scale invasion of China, but Japan sunk Panay and oil 
tankers, us accept Japanese apology and damage repayment 

• The Quarantine the Aggressor Speech- Roosevelt proposed that democracies unite 
to quarantine the aggressor nations, but public didn’t pick up on the issue 

• German Expansion-Hitler took Austria, Sudetenland from Czech and occupied the 
rest of Czechoslovakia  

• The invation of Poland that started the war- GB and F declared war on G, and 
Poland had been dismembered by R and G 

 
The American Response to War 

• Preparedness-R began improve American defense, created the War Resources 
Board and increased defense spending  

• The Neutrality Act of 1939- proclaimed neutrality of the US – allowed Cash carry 
sale of arms and short term loans to belligerents but forbade Americans ships to 
trade or Americans to travel on ships 

• Changing American Attitudes- The committee to defend America by Aiding the 
Allies was formed, and the America First committee opposed involvement 

• Greenland- Roosevelt declared Greenland under Monroe Doctrine and sent 
military assistance to set up a patrol there 

• Defense Mobilization-Council of National Defense chaired by Knudson, direct 
defense production and defense contracts, The Office of Production Management 
was to allocate scarce materials, and the Office of Price admin was to prevent 
inflation 

• Selective Service- peacetime draft, the Selective service and Training act 
• Destroyers of Bases- to aid Britain and to sell them arms 
• FDR was reelected in 1940 
• The lend lease act- GB ran out of money to purchase American goods so FDR 

proposed that US provide supplies to be paid for in goods and services after the 
war-changed US from neutral to nonbelligerent allied side 

• The Patrl of the Western Atlantic-us search out but not attack german ships and 
warn GB 

• Greenland-us forces occupied Greenland and declared a state of unlimited 
national emergency 

• American also occupied Iceland to protect it from being seized by G 
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The Atlantic Charter 
• FDR and Churchill- described postwar world based on self determination of all 

nation, endorsed freedoms (the 4 freedoms FDR proposed speech religion fear 
from war and want) 

• Ai to Russia, lend lease to Russia as germany invaded Russia 
• The Shoot On Sight order- ordered navy to shoot any german or Italian vessels in 

the patrol zone. 
 
Road to Pearl Harbor 

• Japanese empire- a Japanese empire of undefined boundaries in east Asia and 
western pacific, forced out business interest from china and declared open door 
ended. –us responded by lending money to china and stop sale of aircraft to japan 

• The Embargo of 1940-as Japanese extend to control French gov and expansion, 
US stopped sale of gas, iron, steel … industrialization material to japan 

• The Tripartite Pact- Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Axis and signed tripartite pact with other 
axis power  

• The embargo of 1941-Japan got control of southern Indochina, FDR reacted by 
freezing japanese funds in the US closing panama canal to Japan and activating 
Philippine militia and embargo on oil to Japan 

• Jap-US negotiations- Hull and Nomura-refused to compromise since us wanted 
withdrawal from Indochina and China, no attack western pacific, and withdraw 
from tripartite pact 

• A summit conference proposed- J proposed meeting of prime minister and FDR 
but FDR refused since they wouldn’t leave China 

• Final Negotiations-Japanese gave final approval on Dec 1st for an attack on US 
since no significant changes were made 

• Japanese Attack plans-offensive plan to take Dutch Ease Indies, Malaya and 
Philippines in order to obtain raw material, and attack Pearl Harbor to keep US 
from interfering  

• American Awareness of Jap Plans-American commanders were warned of 
Japanese attack, but some said they wouldn’t provoke war with US 

• The Pearl Harbor Attack-led to declare on Japan on Dec 8th 1941 and G and I 
declared war on US on 11th  

 
Declared War Begins 

• Declaration of the UN-Jan1 1942- Declaration of the UN pledging themselves to 
the principles of the Atlantic Charter and no separate peace with their common 
enemies 

• War Production Board-1942 FDR for the purpose of regulating raw material 
• Wake and Price Control- general maximum price regulation Act froze prices and 

extended rationing. 1943 Wages princes and salaries were all frozen 
• Revenue Act of 1942- extended income tax and payroll deduction for the income 

tax began in 1944 
• Social Changes- rural areas lost population while coastal areas increased. Women 

entered work force and blacks moved to the north and western cities 
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• Smith Connolly Act- anti strike act, gov can size the plants if it impeded the war 
effort 

• Korematsu v US- upheld Issei (immigrants from japan) and Nisei (native born 
Americans) to be relocated to concentration camps.  

• Smith v Alwright- stuck down Texas primary election since only whites were 
voting (violated 15th amendment)  

• FDR and Truman defeated Thomas Dewey in 1944 
• 1945 FDR died and Harry S Truman became president 
• The North Africa and European Theatres- Allied army under Eisenhower attacked 

French North Africa, battle of Kassarine Pass (Rommel’s Africa Korps 
surrendered) Soviet pushed into eastern Europe, D-Day (began invasion of 
Normandy, France) The allies charged towards Germany and crossed Rhine, may 
7th 1945 Germany surrendered after Soviet and Us forces met 

• The pacific theatre- Guam Wake island Gilbert island and Hong Kong fallen to 
the Japanese, US air raids on Tokyo raised Allied morale, the Battle of the Coral 
Sea stopped Japanese from advancing to Australia. Battle of Midway, Gen 
Douglas MacArthur commanded land forces moving from New Guinea toward 
Philippines, liberated Manila , Battle of Okinawa destroyed Japanese defense 

• The Atomic Bomb- Manhattan Engineering District (manhattan project) Enrico 
Fermi produced the first atomic chain reaction. The Enola Gay dropped an 
Atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki- SU entered war on august 8th 1945 
and Japanese surrendered on August 15th 

 
Diplomacy 

• Casablanca Conference- FDR and Churchill declared a policy of unconditional 
surrender for all enemies  

• Moscow Conference-Hull obtained soviet agreement to enter war against Japan 
after G is defeated and to participate in a world organization after the war was 
over 

• Declaration of Cairo-called for Japan’s unconditional surrender and all Chinese 
territories occupied by Japan would be returned and Korea would be independent  

• Teheran Conference-1943 Stalin reaffirmed the SU coommitement to enter war 
against japan 

• Yalta Conference- big three met to discuss post war Europe, “declaration of 
liberated Europe” which called for free election. And talked about the world 
organization and the power of US GB SU F AND China. Germany divided into 
occupation zones, and a coalition gov of communist and non communist was 
agreed to for Poland  

• Potsdam Conference-Truman ordered the dropping of the A bomb, established a 
council of Foreign ministers to draft peace treaties for the Balkans, also for war 
crime trials, demilitarization and denazification of Germany  

 
The Emergence of the Cold War and Containment 

• Failure of US Soviet cooperation-soviet controlled most of Eastern Europe and 
some Asian parts  

• Iron Curtain- Churchill- this curtain separated democratic from communist states 
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• Containment- George Kennan warned that SU had no intention of living 
peacefully with the US, and then he wrote anonymous articles to counter soviet 
for containing communism 

• Truman Doctrine- Support Greece and Turkey and US must support free epeoples 
who were resisting communist domination 

• Marshall Plan- sec of state, US provided economic aid to help rebuild Europe, and 
European representative agreed on a recovery program jointly financed by US and 
European countries.- European Recovery program, Marshall plan provided aid 

• Czech- SU sponsored a coup detat extending communism in Europe  
• Berlin Crisis-US F GB plan to create a West German republic out of their german 

zones, then SU blocked surface access to Berlin-US used airlift to transport 
supplies and SU lifted the blockade  

• NATO-North Atlantic Treaty Organization-an attack against one would be attack 
against all.- SU formed Warsaw Treaty Organization to counteract NATO 

• Atomic Bomb-SU exploded one in 1949 
 
International Cooperation 

• Bretton Woods, New Hampshire- international banks and world monetary funds 
to stabilize international currencies and rebuild econ of war torn nations  

• Yalta Conference- 1945 3 power called for conference on world organization 
• United Nation-created GA all member nations for policy making body, SC 11 

members with permanent members to settle disputes 
 
Containment in Asia 
Japan- four power Allied Control Council to govern Japan 
China-aid to nationalist Chinese and sent Marshal to settle conflict between communists 
and nationalists, but Communists won the war 
Korean War- north korea invaded south, Truman commited US forces under MacArtuhud 
but under UN auspices/backing. UN driven north of 38th but Chinese attacked them back 
to south of 38th.  
Armistice- armistice was signed leaving korea divided virtually the same boundary prior 
to war 
 
Eisenhower Dulles Foreign Policy 

• John Foster Dulles- sec of state aggressive foreign policy such as massive 
retaliation rather than containment 

• Hydrogen Bomb- 1952 US exploded the first one followed by SU 
• Soviet change of power, Nikita Khrushchev took over in 1955 after Stalin died- 

burying capitalism and peaceful coexistence  
• Asia- 1954 French asked US to help rescue French forces against nationalist 

forces HO Chi Minh in Vietnam but Eisenhower refused 
• Geneva Accords 1954- divided Vietnam along the 17th parallel and called for 

election, but Ngo Dinh Diem overthrew Bao Dai and prevented the election – US 
helped South 

• Southeast Asia Treaty Organization- only had 3 signatories 1954 
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• Quemoy and Matsu- after Chinese started shelling these islands, Eisenhower 
obtained authorization to defend Taiwan 1955 

• Middle East- The Suez Canal Crisis- Lend money to Egypt to build Aswan Dam 
but refused to give arms, then Nasser (Egypt) drifted towards SU and China, 1965 
US withdrew loan and in response, Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal. France 
GB and Israel attacked Egypt but Eisenhower demanded that they pull out. Cease 
Fire announced  

• Eisenhower Doctrine1957- prepared to use armed force to counter communism, 
marines entered Lebanon to promote political stability during a change of gov- 
promised economic and military aid to countries of the Middle East 

• Summit Conference 1955 with the SU-discussed disarmament and reunification 
of germany, but no agreements made 

• Atomic Weapons test suspension-SU and US voluntarily suspended it in 1958 
• Soviet American Visitation-Nixon and Mikoyan 1959 and Khrushchev toured the 

US  
• U-2 Incident- 1960 May 1st, u2 spy plane was shot down by SU, Khrushchev 

called off the Paris Summit conference 
• LA- supported to overthrow Jacobo Arbenz Guzman of Guatemala because he 

accepted arms from SU 1954 
• Nixon called off 8 nation goodwill tour after meeting hostile mobs in Venezuela 

and Peru in 1958 
• Fidel Castro overthrew Fulgencio Batista (cuba) 1959, but moved closer to SU 

and trade agreements with SU- US response by prohibiting sugar trade 1960 and 
broke off diplomatic relations in 1961 

 
The Politics of Affluence: Demobilization and Domestic Policy 

• Truman became president- proposed a liberal legislative program-expansion of 
unemployment insurance and employment services, higher minimum wage and a 
permanent fair employment practice commission, slum clearance… 

• Employment Act of 1946-gov was committed to maintain max employment, set 
up a congressional joint committee on the economic report 

• Atomic Energy Commission 1946- civilian control over nuclear development and 
President has the sole authority over the use of atomic weapons in warfare  

• Price Controls- vetoed a weak price control bill thereby ending the wartime price 
control program, but as price increased, congress passed another bill.  

• Labor- united auto workers under Walter Reuther struck GM and steel workers, 
under Philip Murray struck US steal (wage increase). After John Lewis struck, 
United Mine Workers, Truman ordered the Gov to take over mines and accepted 
the union’s demand.- averted RR strike by threatening to draft the strikers  

• Demobilization- The Serviceman’s Readjustment Act (GI bill of Rights) provided 
money to aid education and housing 

• Taft-Hartley Act- republicans gained control of congress, sought to control the 
power of the unions-made closed shops illegal; labor unions could no longer force 
employers to hire only union members although it allowed union ship. Established 
80 day cooling off period for strikers required an anti communist oath of union 
officials. This slowed down unionization 
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• Reorganization of Armed Forces- National Security Act creating a National 
Military Establishment, National Security Council, Joint Chiefs of Staff and CIA.-
intended to coordinate the armed forces and intelligent services 

• Gov reorganization- commission on Organization of the Executive Branch-
Organization Act-allowed president to make organizational changes subject to 
congressional veto 

• Civil Rights- Committee on Civil Rights (wrote TO Secute These Rights)-which 
this report called for elimination of segregation. In 1948 banned racial 
discrimination in fed hiring and desegregation of the armed forces (Executive 
Order 9981) 

• Presidential succession act of 1947- placed speaker of the house and president pro 
tempore of the senate ahead of sec of state after president 

• 22nd amendment- presidential only 2 terms 
• Election of 1948- Truman (Dem), Thurmond (States Rights Dem Party Dixiecrats 

who wanted segregation), Wallace (progressive) and Dewey (Rep) Truman won 
 
The Fair Deal- 

• Truman sought to enlarge and extend new deal- increase min wage, extend SS to 
people, maintain rent control, clear slums, building public housing, TVA, rural 
electrification, and farm housing. Bills dealing with civil rights, national health 
insurance, education and repeal of the Taft Hartley act, but opposition prevented 
maintenance of the bills.  

• Farm Policy- surplus continued after Brannan program was defeated 
 
Anti Communism 

• Smith Act- 1940 made illegal to advocate the overthrow of the gov by force or to 
belong to an organization advocating such a position-jail of American Communist 
Party  

• Loyalty Review Board-review gov employees 
• The Hiss Case-  Whittaker Chambers charged Alger Hiss with having been a 

communist who supplied classified Documents to SU-195- hiss was convicted to 
perjury, the statue of limitation on his alleged spying having run out.  

• McCarran Internal Security Act- 1950 required Communist front organizations to 
register with the attorney general and prevented their members from defense work 
and traveling, passed over Truman’s veto  

• Rosenberg Case- 1950 Julius and ethel Rosenberg charged with giving atomic 
secrets to the SU 

• Joseph McCarthy- expanded his attacks to people for his own political future but 
soon discredited 

 
Eisenhower Dynamic Conservatism 

• 1952 election- Rep (Eisenhower) Dem Adali Stevenson- Eisenhower won.  
• conservatism- sought to balance budget and lower taxes-abolished reconstruction 

finance corp, ended wage and price control and reduced farm price support. But 
wouldn’t roll back on existing social and economic legislation 

• Social Legislation- extended SS to more people, raised minimum wage 
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• Public Power- opposed expansion of TVA, privately owned power plant built to 
supply electricity to Memphis. – more private plants, and Atomic Energy Act of 
1954 allowed private nuclear power plants under license and oversight 

• Farm Policy- 1954 gov began financing the export of farm surpluses in exchange 
for foreign currencies- and then provided the surpluses free to needy nations 

• Public Works- obtained approval in 1954 for Canadian Us construction of St 
Lawrence Seaway, ocean vessels access to Great Lake. 1956 Interstate Highway 
System, undermined RR 

• Supreme Court- Earl Warren chief justice, although perceived as conservatives, 
they used the court as an agency of social political change. 

• 1956 election-same people, Eisenhower won again 
• Space and Technology- Sputnik of SU in 1957 created fear that US was 

technologically behind. Established National Aeronautic and Space Admin 
(NASA) to coordinate research 

• Sherman Adams Scandal- white house chief of staff resigned after being bribed to 
help a Boston Industrialist deal with the fed bureaucracy 

• The Landrum-Griffin Labor Management act of 1959-control unfair union 
practice by establishing rules such as penalties for misuse funds 

• 1959 Alaska became a state and august 21 Hawaii became the 50th state 
 
Civil Rights 

• Ada Lois Sipuel V Board of Regents 1948 and Sweatt v Painter 1950 SC ruled 
that AA must be allowed to attend integrated law schools 

• Brown V Board of Edu of Topeka- 1954Thurgood Marshall challenged the 
doctrine of separate but equal (Plessy V Ferguson) and SC declared that states 
need to integrate because separate education is not equal  

• Southern Reaction- 1955 Massive resistance and White Citizens Council emerged 
to resist. 

• Little Rock- Send National Guardsmen to Little Rock to control mobs and enable 
blacks to enroll at Central High in 1957 

• Emergence of Non violence- Rosa Parks refused to give up her seat on the bus, 
Martin Luther King, bus boycott 

• Civil Rights Act of 1957- established permanent Civil Rights Commission and 
Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department (prevent interference to vote) The 
Civil Rights Act of 1960-fed courts register AA voters  

• Ending Massive Resistance-fed courts and state courts nullified Virginia Laws 
that prevented states funds from going to integrated schools 

• Sit ins- NC, 4 black students who were denied service staged a sit in at a 
segregated lunch counter. Led to the formation of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinatning Committee-win voting rights and end segregation 

• Election of 1960- Rep: Nixon and Dem: Kennedy-Catholic was the problem, but 
after debates on TV, and his promise that he would not allow catholic leaders to 
tell him how to act as a president, he defeated Nixon 

• Black Panther- Huey Newton and Bobby Seal, self defense and black nationalism 
• Malcolm X-Muslim movement and black nationalism 
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• Society and Culture 
• GNP- doubled between 1945 and 1960, inflation was low, defense spending was 

the most important stimulant and military research helped create new industries. 
Increase productivity, monopoly of international trade and population growth 
helped economy. 

• Consumer Patterns- home ownership increased, technological products (TV) 
consumer credit increased, shopping center rose, and teenagers became important 
consumer group- especially music for rock n roll.  

• Aread Redevelopment Act-provide grants and loans to communities with chronic 
economic problems and funding to retain the unemployed  

 
Demographic Trends 

• Population growth- population grew and moved in to urban and suburbs, life 
expectancy increased-Dr. Ben Spocks (The Commonsense book of baby and child 
care) he also wrote against atomic weapons 

• The Sun Belt- aided by air con, Florida southwest and cali grew 
• Suburbs- William Levitt-mass produced house development (Levittown) 
• Fed Housing Admin-help builders insure loans and buyers insure mortgages.- 

with the aid of interstate highway, auto production rose and development of 
suburbia. 

• White Flight- whites moving in suburbs while the AA moved in cities 
 
Conformity and Security 

• Corporate Employment- employees worked for large organization, more 
corporate cooperation less individualism  

• Homogeneity-David Riesman (lonely crowd-moving from inner directed to an 
outer directed orientation) William Whyte’s the Organization man (corporate 
cultural kills individualism) Sloan Wilson “the Man in the Grey Flannel Suit” 

• Leisure- less work time and more television 
• Women- after WWII women returned to domesticity- Marynia Farnham and 

Ferdinand Lundberg (Modern Women The Lost Sex 2947) wrote tat to support 
that science supports the idea that women could find fulfillment only in 
domesticity 

• Religion- member ship rose as religion was spreading again through media and 
books 

 
Seeds of Rebellion 

• Intellectuals- intellectuals began to criticize the new America, public under 
funded (John Galbraith-the Affluent Society 1958) homogeneity (John Keat’s the 
crack in the picture window)  

• Theatre and Fiction- Death of a Salesman explored the theme of the loneliness of 
he other directed person. Conflict between individual and mass society (Salinger 
The Catcher in the Rye) ( Joseph Heller’s Catch 22) John Updike rabbit, run 

• Art-Edward Hopper portrayed isolated individuals, Jackson Pollock, Robert 
Motherwell, Willem De Kooning, Arshile Gorky, mark Rothko-leader in abstract 
expression 
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• The Beats-young men alienated by 20th century life-began in Greenwich (Allen 
Ginsburg, Jack Kerouac, William Burroughs, and Neal Cassady) emphasized 
alcohol, drugs, sex, jazz, Buddhism, vagabond life.  

 
The New Frontier 

• Legislative Failures- Kennedy was unable to get much of his program through 
congress-fed aid to education, urban renewal, and medical care for the aged, 
reductions in personal and corporate income taxes, and the creation of a 
department of urban affairs-none were passed. He did get raising minimum wage 
at 1.25 an hour 

• Housing Act- 5 billion for preservation of open urban spaces, development of 
mass transit and the construction of middle class housing  

 
Civil Rights 

• Freedom Riders- sponsored by the Congress on Racil Equality, boarded buses and 
traveled across the south to new Orleans to test fed enforcement of regulations 
prohibiting discrimination 

• Justice Department-  Robert F Kennedy pushed for Civil rights, including 
desegregation of interstate transportation, integration of schools and supervision 
of elections 

• Mississippi- called Mississippi National Guards to fed duty to enable James 
Meredith to enroll at the Uni of Miss 

• March on Washington-When congress held up the bill to end discrimination and 
give attorney general to bring suits on school integration and withheld fund for 
state administered programs that practiced discrimination, people marched on 
August 28th 1963 (I have a dream speech)  

 
The Cold War Continues 

• Bay of Pigs- CIA invasion of Cuba to overthrow Castro, April 1961 this force 
invaded the bay of pigs, but was forced to surrender 

• Berlin Wall- after confrontation of Kennedy and Khrushchev in Berlin-K called 
up reserve and National Guards and asked for increase in defense funds, August 
1961 Khrushchev responded by closing border between E and W Berlin and 
erected Berlin Wall  

• Nuclear Testing- SU began testing nuclear weapons in 1961, Kennedy then 
authorized resumption of underground testing  

• Cuban Missile Crisis- Oct 14th 1962, a U-2 reconnaissance plane brought 
evidence of missile sit in Cuba-K announced blockade of Cuba and called 
Khrushchev to dismantle the missile base-SU backed down and K lifted blockage 
(promised not to invade Cuba  and remove missiles in Turkey) – hot line set up for 
communication in threatening situation (SU AND US) 

• 1963 treaty banning atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons signed by all major 
powers beside F and C 

• Alliance for Progress- aid to LA 
• Peace Corps- sent young volunteers to 3rd world countries to contribute in locally 

sponsored projects 
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• Johnson and the Great Society 
• Kennedy Assassinated by Lee Harvey Oswald (1963)  
• Lyndon John succeeded-pushed hard for K’s program-Tax cut and economic 

boom resulted 
• Civil Rights Act-1964 out lawed racial discrimination by employers and union-

created Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to enforce the law, and 
eliminated restriction on AA voting 

• Election of 1964-Dem Johnson Rep Gold Water- Johnson Won and launched 
Great Society programs 

• Health Care- Medicare Act of 1965- hospital insurance for retired people with a 
voluntary plan to cover physician’s bills-provide grant to help poor 

• Elementary and Secondary Education Act- schools district fund to improve edu 
for poor-Head Start prepared educationally disadvantaged children for elementary 
school 

• Immigration Act of 1965- discontinued the national origin system-base on skills 
and need for political asylum 

• The 1965 Housing and urban Development Act urban renewal, establish 
Department of housing and Urban Affairs (rent supplements for low income 
families)  

• Space- fulfilling a goal established by Kennedy (space was the only program he 
could get through in Congress) Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin walked on the 
moon 07/20/1969 

 
Great Society 

• Econimic Opportunity Act- war on poverty 
• Medicare 
• Medicaid 
• Elementary and secondary education Act of 1965 
• Emergence of Black Power 
• Voting rights- Martin Luther King jr. announced a voters registration drive, and 

the Voting rights Act of 1965 authorized attorney general to appoint officials to 
register voters 

• Racial Riots-more racial riots in cities, and Kerner Commission directed at a 
social system that prevented AA from getting good jobs and crowded them into 
ghettos  

• Black Power-Stokely Carmichael chairman of SNCC was unwilling to work with 
white activists, and called for all black staffed.- black panthers, self styled urban 
revolutionaries 

• King was assassinated 
• Black officials appointed-associate justice Thurgood Marshall, sec of housing and 

urban affairs Robert Weaver. And senator Edward Brooke 
 
Ethic Activism 

• United Farm Workers- Cesar Chavez founded United Farm Worker’s Organizing 
Committee, Mexicans boycott grapes 
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• Native Americans- American Indian Movement in 1968, sit ins and then turned to 
courts 

 
The New Left 

• SDS- students for a democratic society by Tom Hayden and AL Haber (Uni Mich) 
–Hayden Port Huron Statement 1962- participatory democracy 

• Free-speech movement- sit ins 1964 to protest the prohibition of political 
canvassing on campus, Led by Mario Savio- student rights to criticize the 
bureaucracy of American society 

• Vietnam- anti war, and SDS became more militant 
• 1968-Columbia University to protest its involvement in military research and its 

poor relations with minorities- antiwar movement split into violent and non 
violent 

• Decline- SDS broke into factions, New left lost political influence because they 
abandoned their original commitment to democracy and nonviolence 

 
The Counter Culture 

• Alienated by bureaucracy, materialism, and V war.-Hippies , Timothy Leary, 
Theodore Roszak, and Charles Reich 

 
Women Liberation 

• Betty Freidan- wrote The Feminine Mystique 1963-attacked cult of domesticity 
• Founded the National Organization for Women 1966 calling for equal 

employment and opportunities and pay 
• Equal Rights amendment failed to pass and abortion stirred up issues 

 
Vietnam  

• After French defeat in 1954, V split into two. 
• August 1964 claiming that NV gunboats had fired on American Destroyers in the 

Gulf of Tonkin-Gulf of Tonkin resolution-giving him power to use military force 
in V-after attack by Vietcong on Pleiku- LBJ ordered operation Rolling Thunder 
(first sustained bombing)  

• Defense in American Policy-hawks believed in domino theory, stressed its 
willingness to negotiate the withdrawal of all foreign forces from the war 

• Tet Offensive-jan 31st 1968 the Vietcong attacked hard, although lost they won a 
psychological victory- and American opinion began turning against the war 

 
Election of 1968 

• Dem: Robert F Kennedy, but assassinated so Humphrey was nominated, Rep: 
Nixon and Independent Party: George Wallace, Nixon won (stability and order)  

 
The Nixon Conservative reaction 

• Civil Rights- clock renewal of the voting rights act and delay implementation of 
desegregation, administration proposed anti busing bill, but blocked by congress 

• Supreme Court- appointed Warren Burger, more conservative, but did shut down 
death penalty and strike down anti abortion laws 
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• Revenue Sharing-New Federalism- giving the power back to the states, but not 
enough money to implement the programs. 

• Congressional Legislation- none was supported by Nixon admin: 18 year old right 
to vote, SS benefits and funding for food stamps, Occupational safety and health 
Act, Clean air act, laws to control water pollution and Fed Election campaigning 
act. 

 
Economic Problems and policy 

• Unemployment climbed, gross national product declined, inflation and fed 
deficits. Nixon cut spending and raised taxes, fed reserve to raise interest rates.- 
Power to regulate prices and raised wages and 90 day price and wage freeze and 
taking the US off the gold standard , Nixon cut back on gov expenditures 
impounding funds already appropriated 

 
Vietnamization 

• Nixon proposed supervised election be held in SV and withdraw troops in phases, 
but NV rejected 

• Vietnamization- replaces SV soldiers with American troops, and ordered the 
bombing of Cambodia in the interest of flushing out Vietcong 

• Two Moratorium Day in 1969 and reports of American massacre in My Lai led to 
protests 1970- to make draft lottery system and in 1973 turned in to volunteer 
army  

• Kent State- protests in Kent State University and national guards opened fire 
killing students, schools closed down by student strikes and moderate joined 
radicals- congress repeal Gulf of Tonkin Resolution  

• Pentagon Papers- published classified defense department documents- led to the 
revelation of the gov’s intention in Vietnam  

• End of Us Involvement- provisions for a cease fire, return of American POWs, 
and the withdrawal of us forces (summer of 1972 beginning of peace negotiations) 

• Resumption of bombing, on the grounds that NV were not bargaining in good 
faith, opponents settled and return POWs and US withdrew forces in march 29th 
1973 

• War Powers Act (1973) congressional approval of commitment of combat troops 
beyond 90 days 

 
Foreign Policy 

• China- Kissinger visited china and SU- us agreed to support China’s admission to 
the UN and pursue economic and cultural exchanges 

• SU- SALT signed (strategic Arms limitation Treaty), agreed to stop making 
nuclear ballistic missiles and reduces number of missiles to 200 for each power 

• Middle East- following Arab Israel War of 1973, Arab staged an oil boycott to 
push western nations into forcing Israel to withdraw from lands controlled since 
the 6 day war od 1967, Kissinger negotiated withdrawal of Israel from some of 
the lands and Arabs lifted their boycott- 5 Organization of Petroleum Exporting 
countries (OPEC) rose prices 
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• Election of 1972-Dem- George McGovern, Independent Party- Wallace, and Rep-
Nixon (won)  

 
The Watergate Scandal- 

• during the 1972 presidential campaign, James McCord and 4 other men from the 
Committee for the Reelection of the president broke into Dem Headquarter 
Apartment and were caught while going through files and installing electronic 
eavesdropping device- Nixon said admin was not involved  

• Further Revelations- Jeb Magruder (head of the committee) and John Dean 
(nixon’s attorney) had been involved. – payment of hush money, destruction of 
FBI records, forgery of documents and wiretapping as revealed.-claimed he had 
not personally been involved in the cover up, but refused on the grounds of 
executive privilege, to allow investigation of the white house documents  

• White House Tapes- appointment of a special prosecutor, Archibald Cox-who 
obtained a subpoena for tape recordings of White House Conversation, Saturday 
Night Massacre- Nixon gave the tapes but some were erased and missing 

• VP: Spiro Agnew (income tax fraud and bribery resigned)-Gerald Ford became 
president 

• Nixon’s taxes- paying almost no income tax and using public funds to improve 
his house- assessed him 500000 in back taxes and interest 

• Indictment- names Nixon as an unindicted coconspirator, and indicted Haldeman, 
Ehrlichman, and John Mitchell  

• Nixon released edited transcripts of the white house tapes but refused to turn over 
the 64 other tapes- case went to SC 

• Impeachment- president obstructing justice, misusing presidential power, and 
failing to obey the committee’s subpoenas 

• After pressure, Nixon reveled the tape and did have evidence of the cover up-
resigned 

• 1974 congress limited amounts of contribution and expenditures in presidential 
campaigns, and strengthened the 1966 Freedom of Information Act (require gov 
to act promptly when asked for information on grounds of national security)  

 
The Ford Presidency 

• Ford offered pardon in September 1974 and Nixon accepted the offer 
• The Economy- faced inflation, ford asked for tax cuts to stimulate business and 

argued against spending for social programs- NYC bankrupt ad Senate and House 
Banking Committees guaranteed loans  

• Vietnam- as NV pushed back the SV, ford asked to provide arms, but congress 
rejected it, and Saigon fell to the NV 

• ELecion of 1976- Ronald Reagan fought Ford for nomination, but Ford won, and 
Dem nominated James Carter (integrity and lack of Washington connection) 
Carter won 

 
Carter’s Moderate Liberalism 

• Policy orientation- conduct presidency on democratic and moral principles 
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• The econ- 1978 proposed voluntary wage and price guidelines (did not apply to 
oil, housing and food). Pal Volcker as chairman of Fed Reserve board- tighten 
money supply to reduce inflation, which rose interest rates, which declined sales, 
and increased unemployment 

• Domestic Achievements- amnesty to Americans who fled the draft, established 
Departments of Energy and Edu and placed civil service on a merit basis. 
Superfund for clean up of chemical waste, controls over strip mining, and 
protected Alaskan wilderness  

 
Carters foreign Policy 

• Human Rights- base foreign policy o n human right, but was criticized for 
inconsistency 

• Panama Canal- treaty that transferred ownership of the canal to panama in 1999 
and guaranteed its neutrality 

• China- ended official recognition of Taiwan 
• SALT II- with SU set a ceiling of 2250 bombs and missiles each side, and limits 

on warheads and a new weapon system, but never reached senate floor  
• Camp David Accords- between Israel and Egypt- end sate of war, I promised to 

return occupied lands to Egypt in exchange for Egyptian recognition, 1982. But 
an agreement to negotiate the Palestinian refugee was ineffective  

• Afghanistan- détente, Carter criticized S restriction on political freedom and 
reluctance to allow Jews to emigrate- 1979 S invaded A. In response, US stopped 
shipment of grain and technology to the S, withdrew support for SALT, and 
barred Americans from competing in Olympics (Moscow)  

 
The Iranian Crisis 

• The Iranian Revolution- replace the Shah of Iran with Ayatollah Khomeini, the 
revolutionaries were strongly anti American (who supplied Shah with arms) 

• Hostages-after Carter allowed shah to come to the US for med treatment, 400 
Iranians broke into American embassy and took occupants captive, Carter rejected 
their idea to force shah back, and froze Iranian assets and established trade 
embargo (appealed to UN and world court) and Iranians eventually freed a few 
AA and women. 

 
The election of 1980- 

• Dem-Carter, Rep- Ronald Reagan (traditional values, states power, and reduction 
in gov spending and taxes, increase in defense spending) Reagan won.  Rep got 
control of the senate 

• Carter released Iranian assets and the hostages were freed on Jan 20 1981 – After 
Reagan took the oath of office 

 
• Attacking Big Government 

Tax policy- cutting taxes, supply side economics-return more money in the hands 
of the people, would lead to investments –more production and jobs- more 
government income 
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• Economic Recovery Act- 300% tax cut, percentage was the same for everyone, 
thus high income had more returns, to encourage investment, capital gains, gifts, 
inheritance taxes were reduced and business taxes liberalized.- allowed to invest 
in an Individual Retirement Account (IRA) deferring all taxes until retirement  

• Government Spending- Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981- cutting domestic 
programs, increase defense budget 

• SDI- computer controlled strategic defense initiative system- “star wars”  SDI 
would destroy incoming enemy missile from outer space, congress balked and 
scaled back the proposal during Reagan’s second term due to fear of cost and 
technological feasibility 

• Increasing Revenue- due to rising deficits, government increased taxes in various 
ways-1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility act reversed some 
concession/compromise made to business, Social Security became taxable income 
in 1983, 1984 Deficit Reduction Act increased Taxes- however deficit still 
increased 

• Assassination attempt- Hinckley shot Reagan but survived and popularity 
increased  

• Antitrust- ended anti trust suits against IBM and AT&T, fulfilling his promise to 
reduce gov interference with business  

• Women and Minorities- opposed equal pay for equal work and renewal of the 
Voting Rights act of 1965  

• Problems with appointed officials-appointed officials were accused of 
questionable activities 

• Asserting American Power- called SU evil emipre and placed new cruise missiles 
in Europe 

 
Election of 1944-  

• Dem- Walter Mondale who chose Geraldine Ferraro (congresswoman)-criticized 
R’ budget deficits, high unemployment and interest rates, ad reduction of 
spending on social services , Rep- Ronald Reagan (support from Moral Majority-
fundamentalists) jerry Falwell- Reagan won 

 
Second Term Foreign Concerns 

• Libya-  challenged Muammar al-Qadhafi (anti American) leader of Libya- 
gunboats challenged the ships, and American planes destroyed the gunboats- 
West German night club bombing killed American-air strike from GB against 
Libyan bases in April 1986  

• SU- Gorbachev became premier in 1985, Reagan softened his anti Soviet stance- 
sought to expand and modernize the American defense system since SU didn’t 
adhere to the SALT II  

• Iran-Contra-scandal arose involving William Casey (CIA) Colonel Oliver North 
(national security Council), John Poindexter, and Robert McFarlane, sold arms to 
Iran hoping o influence Lebanese to release American hostages, then their profits 
from the sales were diverted to the Nicaraguan Contras to get around 
congressional restriction on funding the Contras. 
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• Iran Contra- banning aid to the contras who were opposed to the Sandinistas, they 
violated this law, and the Arms sale laws.  

• Nicaragua-us didn’t support a pace plan by 5 central American nations, but the 
following year 1988 Sandinistas and Contras agreed on cease fire 

 
Second Term Domestic Affairs 

• Tax Reform Act of 1986 lowered tax rates, removed tax shelters and tax credits, 
did away with the concept of progressive taxation, the requirement that the 
percentage of income taxed increased as income increased 

• Econ patterns- unemployment declined, inflation low 
• Agriculture- farmers began to go bankrupt as world farm prices dropped, rural 

banks bankrupted, and R admin reduced price supports and opposed debt relief 
passed by congress 

• Deficit-Consumer debt rose, and trade slowed (technology fell behind and SU 
opened markets) more deficit 

• Black Monday-October 19th 1987, lost over a trillion dollars in paper value, and 
fearing recession more tax cuts 

• NASA tragedy- explosion of Challenger damaged NASA’s credibility 
• SC- R reshaped the court in 1986 replacing Burger with William Rehnquist (most 

conservative)  
 
Election of 1988- 

• Dem- Dukakis v Jesse Jackson (for dem nomination and Jackson was the first AA 
with serious potential), and Rep- George Bush, who won 
Bush Abandons Reaganomics 

• Budget Deficit- budget summit with congressional leaders, agreed to increase tax 
on gas, tobacco, alcohol, excise tax on lux items and raise Medicare tax, cuts were 
also to be made in programs, but this was argued in the congress- left in the hands 
of White House office of Management and Budget 

• Saving and Loan Debacle-signed a bill that created the Resolution Trust 
Corporation to oversee the closure and merging of saving and loans – cover bad 
debts  

• Scandals in financial markets- Charges of insider trading, stock manipulations, 
and falsification of records in Drexel Burnham Lambert (securities firm) filed 
bankruptcy and Michael Milken pleaded guilty. 

• Chicago Mercantile Exchange- charged investors with racketeering 
• Economic slowdown- national product slowed, unemployment rose, big three 

automakers posted record losses and Pan American World Airway and Eastern 
Airlines bankruptcy-fed reserve lower interests 

 
Domestic issues under Bush 

• Exxon Valdez-spilled oil into Alaska, its captain found guilty of negligence and 
company had to pay 1.025 billion dollars and have a clean up plan  

• Congressional Ethic Violation- Jim Wright was bribed and resigned, and Tony 
Coelho resigned due to alleged improper use of campaign funds 
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• Pollution- Clean Air Act mandated that the level of emission was to be reduced by 
50 percent, cleaner gasoline developed, reduce ozone and nitrogen oxide emission 
cut to 1/3 

• Civil Rights-the Americans with Disabilities Act 1990 barred discrimination 
against people with physical or mental disabilities.- vetoed civil rights act due to 
quotas, but later accepted a revision that called for employers to prove their 
nondiscriminatory practices  

• SC- appointed conservatives- David Souter and Clarence Thomas (AA)  
 
Bush’s activist foreign policy 

• Panama- Manual Noriega (drug traffic), after economic sanctions, diplomatic 
efforts, a 1989 coup failed to oust Noriega, so Bush on December 20th sent troops 
to install a new gov by Guillermo Endara, then Noriega was tried and sentenced 
to prison  

• China- as protesters who wanted government reform and democracy, martial law 
was imposed and army fired on demonstrators- US national security advisor Brent 
Scowcroft and Lawrence Eagleburger secretly met with Chinese leaders-criticism 
of constructive engagement and wanted sanctions (only on high tech satellite part 
exports) (bush continued to support China as the most favored nation for trading)  

• 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act, neutralized illegal aliens 
• 1990 Immigration Act revised past quotas and loosened restriction for those with 

special employment skills 
 
Collapse of East European Communism 

• Bush-Gorbachev summits: agreed cold war was over during 1989 to 1900- 
reunification of Germany and signed trade treaties- request economic aid from the 
west, signing of Strategic Arms Reduction treaty (START)- reduce nuclear 
arsenals 

 
Persian Gulf Crisis- 

• July 1990- Saddam Hussein charged that Kuwait conspired with US to keep oil 
prices low, massing troops at their borders 

• August 1990- Iraq invaded K, bush denounced as naked aggression-as I got closer 
to Saudi Arabia border- Us froze I and K assets and sent air craft carriers to the 
Persian gulf-UN security council condemned the invasion- bush ordered 
deployment of forces to Saudi Arabia 

• Iraq’s foreign minister rejects bush’s letter, then congress authorized the use of 
force in the gulf- Jan 17th international force launched an air and missile attack on 
Iraq and occupied Kuwait “operation desert storm”  

• Feb 23 1991 bush announced that Kuwait was liberated and to stop offensive 
operations, UN set out terms for the Iraq to follow, and on April 3rd UN approved 
a resolution to establish permanent cease fire, and Iraq  accepted terms on April 
6th ( return Kuwaiti property, end all military actions, release captives, no 
annexation, accept liability for damage)  

• Toward a Middle East Conference- postwar goals-regional arms control, 
international aid for reconstruction of I and K, a resolution of the Israeli 
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Palestinian conflict- James Baker toured middle east to promote a conference to 
address the issues- Arab-Israeli peace conference. 

 
Collapse of Soviet Communism and the End of the Cold War 

• Lithuania declared its independence- soviet republics followed- bush announced 
that us would carry out the unilateral removal and destruction of ground based 
tactical nuclear weapons in Europe and Asia-Gorbachev responded by destruction 
of weapons and forces 

• Yugoslavia- broke up into different nations and plunged into war 
 
The Election of 1992- 

• Clinton (Dem) emphasized jobs economy, debt Bush (rep) Ross Perot (reform 
party) stressed foreign policy accomplishment- Clinton won 

• Protest when Clinton lifted the band on homos in the military 1993 compromise 
“don’t ask don’t tell” was struck, requiring gays to be discreet 

• Health care system was not successful because Rep control both houses of 
congress-shrink fed power and gave power to the states 

• Bill established 5 days waiting period for handgun purchase, anti crime 
emphasizing community policing 

• Family and Medical Leave Act- large companies to provide 12 weeks unpaid 
leave to workers for family and med emergencies 

• Welfare program-signed in to law 1996 
• North American Free Trade Agreement- lifted most trade barriers with Mexico 

and Canada 
• Ease tension between I and P by bring together Itzhak Rabin and Yasir Arafat- 

signed 1994 accord establishing P self rule in the Gaza Strip and Jericho.  
• Peace agreement in 1995 of Yugoslavia 
• Controversy- complex Arkansas real estate deal (whitewater) removal of 

employees from the white house, suicide of Vince Foster, and sexual harassment 
suit.- coda to Watergate, allowed it to expire 

• Good Friday Peace Accords-ending the fight between British and irish 
 
Election of 1996 

• Clinton (dem) Dole (rep) and Perot (Reform party) Clinton won 
• Congressional election – dem gained seats in both houses- believed to be the 

Rep’s fault because they persecuted Clinton for perjury and obstruction of justice  
• Set aside vast expanses of public lands (in the west) 
• Balkans civil war, 1999 Serbian gov attacked Albanians in Kosovo-NATO forces 

bombed Serbia, brought peace in northern Ireland, but elusive with the land for 
peace accord between P and I.  

• Seek international trade by relaxing trade barriers 
• Campaign finance reform fails to pass although Clinton supported it- lessen 

money influence on politics 
• Historic Economic boom- e business collapsed and the surviving of e business as 

well as economy was uncertain 
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• Impeachment and acquittal-Impeached by house 1999 tried and acquitted by the 
senate (lied about an adulterous affair-uncovered by Starr)  

 
The Election of 2000 

• Al Gore (dem) George W. Bush (Rep) Buchanan (reform) and Ralph Nader 
(green party), recount, court challenges, bush was announced the winner  

 
American Society 

• Terrorism hits home-911 attack, Osama Bin Laden 
• Oklahoma City fed building bombed (Timothy McVeigh) and Terry Nichols 

conspiracy and involuntary manslaughter 
• Modern Plague Descends on America- AIDS, HIV and Africa 
• Urban America rebounds- unemployment fell, crime fell, more education and less 

race riots 
• Writers- Immigrants- the Joy Luke Club 1989 Amy Tan, The Mambo Kings Play 

Songs of Love (Oscar Hijuelos), greed and class and racial tensions in NYC (The 
bonfire of the Vanities 1987) Deep South gentility (a Man in Full 1998) AA slave 
experience (Toni Morrison’s Beloved 1987) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


